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Mr. Theodore R. Mitchell 
Attorney <.:.t Law 

12 ·_,"'cbruary 1975 

40296'7 

Executive Director, Micronesian Legal 
Services Corporation 

Post Office :Jc.x 326 
Sair;an, Maria.na Islands 96950 

Dear Ted: 

I started to \vrite a longer and more formal response to your 
letter forwarding the. reply to the DEIS. I threw it away, and 
dcc.idcd to fon•.1a.rci the attached copy of the memo I wrote to r.iy 
sta!! a.fter reading your reply. This is rather informal, incieec. 
but I wanted-._YOU to know how seriously I view th~ proole:Y.s we 
!ace. and~ ciicin't see any excuse in 11 beating arour.d the ousi:." 

1 do not fault you. I simply am frustrated and concerned.· · 
11m still going to try my best, but we now are confronted with 
~ decisions a:id with a time schedule that may be impossible. 

1 Incl 
as 

~·--· _...._..,,,.. ____ ·---· '." 

Sincerely, 

WARREN D. JOHNSON 
Lieutenant General, USAF 
Director 

BEST COPY AVA\LABLE 

-, 
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DlR 12 February 1975 

MEMORANDUM. FOR: DDOA 

SUBJECT: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) . . . 

.. 

1. We need to ha·,:.e ·AEC {ERDA) representati~es and DOI representa
tives read this. Then we need a conference at the earliest possible 
date to discuss and determine steps to be taken. I don't want a big 
meeting, but we can't \Vait for letters! 

2. If it is d~cidcd that we should follow all or a substantial part of 
Mitchell's recobmenciations, I believe the project faces a minimu:r .. 
ol a one year delay. _ This needs to be assessed ASAP. 

a. 1 cannot go to Congress for the funds we have n·ow requested 
~anticipating such a delay, unless I frankly tell them we face such a 
delay and the almost certain cost escalation. (This applies even if we 
reject the more extensive soil removal and the disposal of radioactive 
debris away from the atoll. If we accept these more stringent measures:, 
the 100 million dollars cited by Ted Mitchell is probably much lower 
than the ultimate cost.) In today's fiscal environment, I do ?Ot believe .., 
we would have a prayer of getting any such funds. Possibly-we could o 

atill convince Congress with the uncertain cost figures, but I seriously 
doubt we could obtain even the first increment (for the base camp) 
until we can nail down the probable total. We need to assess this 

-ASAP. 

b. U we reject all or part of Ted Mitchell's recommendations, 
·-what would his reaction be? 

(1) Would we lace likely litigation? 

.· 
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DIR 12 February 1975 
SUBJECT: Dra!_t EnvirqnmentaJ. Itnpact Statement (DEIS) 

' 
(2.) If so, again I need to tell Congr~ss and again I do not 

be"lieve we'd get any money thi~ year I 

• (3) On.ce we decide on a course o! action, we need a meeting 
with Ted Mitchell a.nd this has to be laid out to him - honestly and. 
frankly. II we accept his recommendations and face delays and 
likely failure to obtain funds, then what?. If we reject his recom
mendations, then what? I want to ask him point blank so that I can 
be accurate and comolete in my statements to Congress. Because 
he was so late with his renly to the DEIS. there just may not be time· 
to do all of this before we tes~ifv., 

3. 'there may be an alternative course !or dealing with Congress: 
t~ll them of the problems and ask for a reduced amount sufficient only 
to assure present facilities do not further decay. This should be the 
bare minimum to assure a _smooth transition to later preparation of 
the base camp. (In addition to present O&?v1, I would· "guess" this 
would be somewhere around four million dollars. ) ... 

a. How can this be done sin<:e the Pi-el:ji<lc:nt? ~ budget ha~ gone in? 
·(Wha·t procedures?) (I realize this wiU anger OMB and Cong res~ but 
.it may be the lesser of evils.) We have been honest with them believing 
(as Mitchell. said to me in his telephone call) that his response to the. 
DEIS w~uldn't contain any_ surprises. It did! 

4. Having read the various replies to the DEIS, it seems to me we 
have to either reject some outrie.ht, or the return of the people to 
Enewetak can ~ take place. This just doesn't seem logical, since 
t~ere are places in the world where people have lived for centuries 
with radiation levels equal to or in excess of those which would remain 
:at Enewetak. It seems to me the statistical risk should be considered. 
1f the Dri-Enewctak want to return to the atoll, are they unwilling to 
,accept any .risk? Don't they face a possibly greater statistical health 
"Tisk from other sources (like the suspected ruptured tubular pregnancy 
-"While we were there)? I believe if that question were put to them in 
language they could clearly ·understand, they would elect to accept the 
"prudent risks" we (ERDA and DNA) have assessed • 

.. . 
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DIR .. 12 February l 975 
SU'l3JECT: Draft Environm~ntal Impact Statement (DEIS) 

: 

a. Howcver,J!. Ted Mitchell is.:Corrcct-in assuming .. we don't have 
enough facts to assure "prudent _risks" we should acknowledge that 
lack, . ~cccpt the delay, and attempt to find the facts. 

: 
b. It Ted Mitchell is·wrong, can we convince him he is wrong? I 

.. sure am not the expert. We must rely on .ERDA for this. It is not 
.jnly their assigned role, - but they are th

0

e "experts. 11 

. -
c. All of us, includihg Ted Mitchell are playing 11God" and we are 

damn poorly equipped to do so I I (De spite our be st efforts. ) 

5. Please lay out a time table and keep me informed • 

.. 

·• 

~ 1.~A!CQ~---~ WARRE~ D. JOH~SOl' J 

Copy· furnished: 
·Comp 

... ... 

• 

Lieutenant General, USAF 
Director 

• ·• 

.. 

. . . . 

'~ · ... 
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Comments 

of the 

People of Enewetak 

Concerning 

-~, ..... .. 
/ ·~. 

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

CLEAN UP, REHABILITATION, RESETTLEMENT 

OF 

. , 'ENEWETAK ATOLL-MARSHALL ISLA?:DS 

t 

(DATED September 1974, 
issued by the Defense 
Nuclea;: Agency, Washingto11, 
D. C. 20305) 

"lheodore R. Mitchell, 
Counsel for the People 
of Enewetak 

Micronesian Legal Services Corp. 
P. o. Box 826 
Saipan, Mariana Islands 9G950 

February 1, !975 
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1. Introductjon 

The impetus for development of this program comes from 

the long-expressed desire of the People of Enewetak to return 

to their homeland. Although resigned to their nearly thirty 

~ear exile at Ujelang Atoll, they have never given up hope of 

returning to Enewetak, if but only if,.it is radiologically 

safe for them to do so. They are aware of the substantial 

social and economic problems which necessarily attend the 

relocation and resettlement of their more than 400 persons, • 

but the difficulty of assessing the risk from the extensive 

radioactivity presen~ at the Atoll as a result of the nuclear 

~ ~apons testing prQsram there is by far the most troublesome. 

It is difficult enough for the layma.!1 Lu comprehend what the: 

experts in the various radiological scienc~ fields are saying 
....... 

.-- about the effects of radioactivity, but that difficulty is 

.compounded many times over the differences of opinion found 

among the experts, by the realization that even the experts 

ngree that the long term effects of some of the more dangerous 

• radionuclides are_not knoWll by anyone at this time and may not 

become known for many years to come, and it is unsettling to 

learn that the standards used for the kinds and amounts of 

radionuclides to be tolerated in the environment and in man are 

criticized by reputable experts as unreliable and inadequately 

conservative. · 

Their individual and· collective desire to return to their 

ancestral homeland is difficult for Americans to fully appre

ciate. To them land is not a commodity, a T.hing apart, to be 

_,_ 
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brought or sold. In their culture the land and marine 

tnvironment of the atoll are fully integrated with the human 

members of the society. It is an economic resource and more. 

Ownership and use of the land reflects and is inextricably 

linked to the social organization and to the culture as a whole. 

'l'O be sure, their society has underg0.ne and continuously is 

undergoing change as a result of ~orces both within and without, 

but the extraordinary significance of their being able to 

resettle to the atoll discovered by their ancestors remains 

constant. 

Thus, the People of Enewetak are both the p~ime beneficiaries 

and the prime risk-takers in this resettlement program. And it 

i.~ in the a:;:;sssrr"ient and, if possible, elimination of the radio-

biological health risk that they are the most dependent upon the 

United States government. The Defense Nuclear Agency and the 

A'Loruic Energy Commission have already de,roted great amounts of 

time and money to assessment and remedy of radiological problems 

presented by this program, but more will have to be done and i~ 

will have to betdone over_a long period of time. And throughout, 
.. 

the People of Enewetak will rely upon the responsible agencies 

-of the United States government to do everything possible to 

.assess and minimize the risk due to the residual radioactivity 

in the Enewetak biosphere. Nothing said in these comments, for 

example, should ever be taken as an assumption of risk by the -, 

people of Enewetak. When they left the Atoll in 1947 at the 

insistence of the United States government it was radiologic.ally 

safe. That is the state in which it should be for their return. 
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Of course, it cannot ever be restored to that condition, but 

that must be the assumed objective in order that remedial measures 

c~~ ~ore likely fall within the safest possible limits, a~d so 

that on-goi:ig efforts will be made to continually add to the 

knowledge or radiological conditions ~t Enewetak and refine and 

improve both risk asses:;ner.t and rer11edial measures as the various 

relevant sciences develop over the years. 
,. 

Not only is the United States trustee for these peop~e, but 

it has"an especial humanitarian obligation to them because of 

the uniquely dangerous potential effects due to the use to which 

the trustee put the Atoll. It is an absolute kind of responsi

bilit!' to both return the people to their home and eliminate the 

likelihood of so much as a single radiation induced illness or 

anomaly. 

A full measure of gratitude is due and hereby given, however, 

to the considerable efforts which the United States has made thus 

far. The planning for resettlement, the radiological survey, the 

planning for the clean-up, all represent a very large contribution 

to the ultimate success of the program. And we do not wish to 
" \ . , 

dampen the enthusiasm and interest of the many persons in and out 

of the government who have given devoted effort thus £ar. The 

comments made here are offered in the spirit of cooperation, with 

the realization that they will be received in that same spirit. 

2. Social and Economic Problems Associated with Resettlement 

Further co:isideration of the social and economic problems 

associated with the resettlement must be given. This is perhaps 
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or.e of the weakest aspects of the DEIS as it now stands. 

Attention is given to both short and long ranse economic 

; 1 a:ining (Vol. I, § 7, Vol. II, Tab D) , but in consultation with 

the people themselves specific objectives and specific economic 

development possibilities must be found so that the shared aim
0

of 

~conomic self-sufficiency can be achieved. We reaiize that with 

all the other aspects of this complex project demanding attention 

up to now, this was not intentionally underemphasized. But as 

the pregram moves into its clean-up phase more attention must be 

' given to meeting the future economic needs of the people. This 

is especially true because since the writing of.the DEIS it has 

become known that adverse radiological conditions in the northern 

part of the Atoll do not permit the rehQbitation of =ugebi i~l~t 

and severely if not completely restrict the use of the northern 

islets for the foreseeable future. 

The Enewetak Planning Council must continue to be relied upon 

to make the final value judgments upon one proposal or another 

and upon the development of the economy as a wt~ole so that it will 

be consonant with their own capabilities and values, but one or . 
~ 

·more spe:ialists should be engaged by the government and made 

available in an advisory capacity. They must be carefully selected 

both in terms of expertise in the field and suitability to this 

kind of cross-cultural task and to the maximum feasible ex~cnt 

the Planning Council should participate in the selection. 
-, 

Resettlement to Enewetak Atoll from Ujelang will involve an 

unusual amount of stress for individual members of the group and 

for the group as a whole. Physical stress will, if all goes as 



planned, be at a minimum, but we have in mi~d here the e~otion~l 

stress upon the individual and the stress upon group processes. 

?his matter is not addressed at all by the DEIS. 

Ultimately, of course, it is for the people to manage the 

transition well and to adapt with the~r society intact, but 

experience with similar resettlement schemes is available and 

should be used to increase the likelihood of successful resettle-

ment. The people themselves can benefit from greater awareness 

of the"stresses they will experience and those outsiders involved 

in planning and working with them must have the same understanding. 

Dr. Thayer Scudder of the California Institute of Technology, 

a recognize~ authority on the s~bject and an experienced consultant, 

should be considered for this assig~~e~t and if the Planning 

Council agrees, he should be engaged in this capacity. Dr. Scudder 

has taken a quick look at the DEIS at our request. His comments 

attached hereto as Appendix I proviqe valuable insights and his 

contribution to planning and execution of the program would appear 

to be necessary. (The article which he enclcsed is also useful. 

It is "The Imp~ct of.Human Activities on the Physical and Social 
·~ 

Environments: New Directions in Anthropological Ecology," by E. 

Montgomery, J. w. Bennett and T. Scudder, 2 Annual Review of 

Anthropology 1973.) 

Participation of another anthropologist versed in Marshallese 

culture is also in order, to assist both thP Enewetak people and 

the outsiders involved in the program. Working in conjunction with 

someone like Dr. Scudder, the total contribution would be invalu-

able. Dr. Robert Kiste at the University of Minnesota has been 
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consulted by the governmental planners and meets these require-

~; 2nts exceptionally well. 

Short of involving so many advisors and planneys that 

decesions and action are unduly impeded, it is essential that 
. 

those repre~enting all the relevant d~sciplines work together as 

a group with the Enewetak Planning Council and the governmental 

decision-makers. To some extent this is what has been done during 

:t;lanning to date, but for the remainder of the program, the 

relevant disciplines should be identified as such, appropriate 

representatives engaged and organized into a more or less formal 

advisory council. 

1. Radiological Ccn~id~r2tions 

3.l. The Radiological Survev 

~he survey of radiological conditions at Enewetak Atoll in 

1972 under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission is, we 

believe exceptionally good as far as it goes, but we have been 

advised by capable experts in the field that more work remains to 

be done and that the qualifications of the four-member Task Group 
!I 

which supervised the conduct of the survey, the assessment of its 

data and developed final recoil'Ul\endations are open to question. It 

is also apparent that as detailed and elaborate as that survey was, 

follow-up gathering of data and careful assessment of that data is 

absolutely essential, particularly with respect to the risk to 

health from all low-level, long-life radionuclides and' especially 

the danger posed by those alpha-emitting radionuclides known as 

hot particles, such as Plutonium-239 and Americium-241. 

We do not wish to detract from the qualifications of the 

_I!_ 
''-



n1ernbers of the 'l'ask Group, but in a field involving so many 

specialties and where equally expert opinions differ markedly, 

i: is imperative that the Task Group for follow-up studies be 

enlarged to include scientists knowr1 to take the most conserva

tive approach to radiation protection, such as Ors. E. A. Martell 

at the National Center for Atmospheric Rese~"'.:'ch, Artnur R. Tamplin 

at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, and Donald P. Geesaman at the 

University of Minnesota. Their presence in the Task Group, or 

their participation in some other direct way in designing methods 

to be used for the gathering of information and its evaluation 

is strongly recommended. 

The 1972 radiological sur~ey (NV0-140) must be regarded as 

an impressive beginning of long-range radiological assessment and 

monitoring of the Enewetak environment with appropriate emphasis 

placed upon not only the marine and terrestrial environments but 

upon the radionuclide pathways to man. As we shall discuss more 

fully below, more information is needed about the presence of hot 

particles. The long range effects nf Strontium-90 end Cesium-137 

and other nuclides in the food web cannot be known without experi-
~ ... 

mental planting. (DEIS Vol. II, Tab B, p. 29.) These are only 

examples. And as time goes on, scientific knowledge of the nature 

and.effect of radioactivity is bound to improve and new techniques 

for remedial measures will be found. These scientific advancements 

will be lost to the Enewetak people unless the United States -, 

government assumes a long-range commitment of the kind we suggest 

here. And in so doing it is highly probable that important contri

butions to the development of greater understanding cf radioactivity 

11--
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and its effects will result, to the benefit of the United States 

~~j the world at- large. 

3.2. The Hot Particle Problem 

It is ··1i th the kind assistance of Drs. E. A. Martell, Donald 

P. Gee~aman, Arthur R. Tamplin and Themas B. Cochran that we derive 

~ur comments here concer.~ing this u~lque radiological hazard. 

Ors. Tamplin and Cochran submittea form~l comments upon this DEIS 

to the Defense Nuclear Agency under date of September 24, 1974, 

and we fully accept and endorse what they have said there. Their 

cb::;crvu.tions and concerns a1:e entir~ly consistent with those of 

Martell and Geesaman, expressed to us in personal communications. 

For a discussion of the seriousness the hot particles problem 

we attach as Appenciix II, E. A. Martell, "Basic Considerations in 

the Assessment of the Cancer Risks and Standards for Internal 

Alpha Emitters," {Statement presented at the public hearings on 

plutonium standards sponsored by the United States Environmental 

Pro~ection Agency, Denver, Colorado, January 10, 1975.) To further 

emphasize our grave concern. about this problem, we attach conm1ent.s 
. 

L•d materials provided to us by Dr. Donald P. Geesaman as Appendix 

III. We subscribe fully to the views they express and we insist 

that they be dealt with fully in the final impact statement. 

·It is beycnd question that the pre~ence of Plutonium-239, 

Americium-241 and perhaps other alpha-emitting radionuclides at 

Enewetak Atoll constitutes one of the most serious health risks 

for the returning population. 
-, 

It is highly likely that inhalation 

of very small amounts of plutonium gives rise to a high risk of 

--. lung cancer. And the DEIS completely fails to address the recent 

-8-
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findings of Martell and others that hot particles may very well 

Lt a causative factor in a nur.~er of othe= dis~rders. See 

Appendices II and III. The DEIS deals only with inhalation risk, 

yPt Americium is known to present a risk for the liver, spleen 
. 

and bone of man through take-up from ~he gastrointestinal tract. 

(Martell, Personal Cornrn~nication.) 

Concerning the adequacy of the radiological survey with 

respect to internal alpha emitters, Dr. Martell had this to say: 

It is noted that the survey results for the 

Enewetak Lagoon sediments show an average of 463 
239+240 241 90 

mci Pu/km2 , 172 mCi Am/krn2 and 586 mCi Sr/krn2 

(Table ~-11, p 3-75, DEIS Volurne I). In addition, ...... 
-'"t.J. 

the Am cuncentrations range up to 8.2 pCi/g averaged 
241 239 

over the top 15 cm depth of soils, with Am/ Pu 

ratios varying widely and ranging up to 3.5 (NV0-140 

Vo!. 1, p 507). Due to further radioactive decay of 
241 241 

Pu, the Am activity concentrations can be expected 

to double over the next 50 years. In addition, densely 
t 

vegetated soils on each island show the highest radio-

activity concentrations. 
239+240 

1rhe DEIS limits considerati"n of Pu to 

inhalation risks. However significant up~ake of Pu 

f rorn the gastroir.testinal tract has been observed in 

young mammals and similar uptake may occur in young 

children. In addition the upta!~e of americium in soils 

by vegetation is substantially higher than plutonium 

-9-
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uptake. Similarly americium is readily taken up 

from the gastrointestinal tract and accumulated 

in the liver, spleen and bon€ of mammals, and 

thus undoubtedly in man. 

Based on these considerations it is possible 

that uptake of americium in the food chain and its 

accumulation in the liver and skeletal tissue of 

man may be the critical path for exposure to . 
• internal alpha emitters in the Enewetak Atoll area. 

The radiological survey is seriously inadeqaate 

with respect to americium distribution in both 

vegetation and in edible marine life to assess the 

consequent body burdens and heald consequences to 

future atoll inhabitants. (Personal Communication.) 

Dr. Geesama:i independently identifies the same inadequacy 

in the DEIS and also finds a need for further study of the mechanisms 

by which plutonium contamination in the soil may find its way into 

the body. t 

The resuspension measurements and calculations 

· which relate the air contamination to the ~oil 

contamination are not immediately compelling, and 

deserve a much more careful analysis than I have 
l 

given them. I would be surprised if the analysi~ is 

meaningful to factor of 100, when used to determine 

public health guidelines. Resuspension is poorly 

understood, it is sensitive to windspeed, soil I 
\ .., 
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characteristics, vegetation, humidity, rainfall, 

mechanical distrubance, physical and chemical history 

of plutonium particles in soil. How then does one 

consider the exposure of children throwing dry sand 

on a windy day at the beach? I would anticipate 

large fluctuations abcut the ir.1plicit exposure levels, 

which, even for the limiting soil contamination 

guidelines and predicted air concentrations associated 

• w~th these guidelines, will be approximately a 

• maximum per1uissibl~ lun'J burden. (Personal Conununication. j 

Each of the questions raised here and in the related appendices 

must b~ addressed fully and carefully prior to resettlement of the 

people of En~wet~k Atoll. 

3.3 Plutonium Soil Standards 

Concerning the standard employed by the DEIS for maximum 

permissible plutonium contamination of soils at Enewetak, Dr. Martell 

points out that "There are no ICRP standards for soil levels of 

Pu and the actinides or for lifetime exposures to internal alpha 

' emitters." (Perso!;lal Communication.) ·And he provides the follcwing 

critique of the standards adopted by the AEC Task Group for Enewe~ak: 

~he rec~rnmendation that plutonium contaminated 
239+240 

soils, with levels not exceeding 40 pCi Pu/g of 

soil averaged over 15 cm depth, is suitable for human 

habitation, can be very seriously questioned. 

The St~te of Colorado Board of Health has adopted 

interim stanuards for Pu contamination limits in soils 

-11-
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in land areas for residential use, specifying that 
238 

Pu levels shall not exceed 2 dpm (0.91 pCi) per 

gr3m of su~:ac2 soi] (i.e., averaged over the top 

1 cm depth of soil) • It is noteworthy that the 

AEC has not established that th~s standard is unduly 

conse£vative and it is not apparent that the AEC 

has requested the ICRP or NCP~ to make specific 

reconunendations with respect to standards for Pu in 

doils applicable to•chronic exposure to the general 

public, including children. 

I note that the DEIS reconunends no remedial-

action for soils ..::ontai.ning c 40 pCi or .: 88 dpm 

Pu/g, averaged over the top 15 cm depth. This is 

much more than 44 times the Colorado interim standard 

(2 dpm per g in the top 1 cm} because for most 

Enewetak soils .the top cm contains substantially 

higher levels of Pu per gram than the 15 cm depth 

average. Thus, for example, at location 101 on 
.. 

Pearl, the top 1 cm· depth shows 400 pCi 
239 

Pu/g, 

whereas the average over 15 cm depth is about 60. 

Thus the reconunended standard for Enewetak is about 

100 to several hundred times that adopted in Colorado. 

There are recent research developments which 

are expected to lead to reductions in acceptable 

organ burdens of Pu in man by a factor of 100 to 

1000 or more. In my opinion it is likely that a 10 
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pCi lung burden of insoluble alpha emitting pa~ticles 

will give rise to sisnif icant adverse health ef ~cc~s 

for lifetime exposures. The typical burden of 

insoluble particles of respir~ble size ( < 5. 0 Um 

diameter) is about one gram in human adults. For 

this reason I would recommend that surface soils 
239 

should not exceed about 1 pCi of Puo2 and other 

insoluble alpha emitting particles per gram of 

i.nsoluble particulates of respirable size in the 

airborne dust resul tiny from i:.he c1ist.urLa11cE:! and 

resuspension of surface soils. On this basis even 

the Colorado standard may give rise to excessive 

organ bi.lrdens. 

Drs. Cochran, Tamplin and Geesaman all raise the same or similar 

objections to the DEIS plutonium standards. 

Further explanation of the plutonium cleanup criteria deveioped 

by the AEC Task Group is necessary. (DEIS, Vol. II, Tab B, pp. III-8 

to III-11.) We have already mentioned the questionable wisdo~ of 

the 40 pCi/g st~ndard. For any concentrations exceeding 400 pCi/g 

the Task Group recommendations require removal-of the soil. But 

in the range between 40 and 400 pCi/g, the DEIS standards call for 

•corrective action ••••• on a case-by-case basis." (Vol. II, Tab B, 

p. III-9.) Certain criteria are offered for guidance in the 

exercise of this judgment, but they appear to be entirely too 

unspecific and subjective. Once a decision is made to take correc-

tive action, 

_,,_ 
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the objectiv~ is to achieve a substantial 
reducti~n in plutoniu~ soil conccn=ratiuns, 
and furthe;:-, to red1:ce cor.cent.:-ations to 
the lowest practicable level, not to reduce 
them to sorn~ prescribed numerical value. 
(Iuid. Emphasis auded.) 

Nor is it entirely clear who wil~ be making these "case-by-

~ase" decisions. Presumably it is the "team of experts" referred 

to in the recommendations of the Task Group {Vol. II, Tab B, p. 27), 

but we are not told who they are or how they will be selected. 

Th~s whole approach must be explained and justified, espe-

cially at a time when the EPA is conducting hearings around the 

country on plutonium soil standards for precisely the purpose of 

developing "numerical values" for the maximum concentrations 

perrnissihl~- 'T'h""" 1'"::0,..,,..,.0 ---- - --::1- pCi/g is a wide one 

indeed and if 40 is too high, then to make decisions on a "case-

by-case" basis within that range is to have no standard at all. 

Before any final standQ=ds are set for the radiological 

.. cleanup of Enewetak, the International Commission on Radiological 

Protection should be called upon for plutonium and actinide 

standards appli.ca.ble to air, water, soils and food concentrations 
' 

£or both soluble and insoluble activities, applicable to long-range 

-~posure to the general public. Ap9lication should also be made 

to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for special hearings 

£or the sa.~c purpose. Consideration should also be given to the 

desirability of requesting the United Nations Scientific Committee 

on the Effects of Atomic Radiation to conduct hearings and set 

these standards. (We are indebted to Dr. Martell for these 

suggestions.) 

-14-



At any and· all of these hearings, every effort should be made 

to elicit the widest possible range of information and opinion 

bearing upon the question. Once such sta~dards are set, they 

should govern the planning and cleanup activities at Enewetak. 

3.4 Removal and Disoosal of Radiocontarninated Materials 

These comments relate to the proposed removal and disposal of 

contaminated scrap metal and soil treated in the DEIS at Vol. 1, 

§§s.J.3.3 and s.s. 

All radiocontaminated scrap metal on the Atoll has been 

identified and will be removed, as of course it must be, but the 

precise method of disposal has not been determined. Four alterna-

tive methods are discussed: oc~an dumping of the loose scrap, 

concrete encapsulation in the Cactus and Lacrosse craters at the 

north end of Runit·islet, or removal to the United States mainland 

for storage. We appreciate the practical and political difficul

ties presented by the various disposal methods which would remove 

the scrap from the Atoll entirely, but the People of Enewetak are 

~damantly opposed to any disposal upon or within the environs_ of 

the Atoll. Oc~an,dumping, according the DEIS (Vol. I, § s.s.2.1), 

was rejected "in view of the difficulty in obtaining a permit and 

certainty of international complications." Disposal to the United 

States mainland was disfavored for similar reasons. (Vol. I, § S.S. 

2.4.) Disposal on the Atoll must be rejected and the other methods 

should be explored, the necessary permits and authority obtained 

and disposal off the Atoll selected as the preferred method. 

Removal and disposal of contaminated soil presents more serious 

cost and practical difficulties, but here again th~ complete removal 

-1s-
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and off-Atoll disposal of all contaminated soil must be the 

S~Jted objec~ive of the program. 

Even using the high plutonium contamination standard set by 

tne Task G~oup (40 pCi/g, etc.), the total amount of Atoll soil 

which would have to be removed and di~posed is 779,000 cubic yards. 

(Vol. I § !J.5.2.) If the soil standards are lowered as they 

should be, that volume will increase. 

It is suggested in the DEIS that cost, legal, political and 

techni~al problems aside, the removal of contaminated soil and 

its'replacement with ciean soil may not "assure radiological 

safety" and may present "serious ecological dam~ge of unknown 

proportions." (Vol. I, § 5.3.3.3.) We fully favor this c.onserva-

tive approach to these 

is one which may reduce the program cost, i.e., high soil contami-

nation standards) , but a clear decision must be taken to study and 

fully assess the relati..)n of soil removal to dose reduction 

(including the risk from airborne hot particles) and the likely 

ecological effects of soil removal and replacc;rr,ent. These studies 

should be commissioned immediately and prosecuted with al~ deliberate 

speed. In the meantime, complete soil removal and replacement 

should be adopted as the prime objective. 

In.addition, maximum effort must be made to overcome technical, 

legal and political impediments to off-Atoll disposal of contami-

nated soil. 

. 
3.5 Radioloqical Monitoring of Cleanup 

The AEC Task Group has wisely recommended the establis!unent 

of •team of experts" to monitor the execution of the radiological 
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cleanup phase of the program. (DEIS, Vol. I, pp. 5-79, 6-5) Even 

if the Task Group is enlarged as we have sugge3ted and specific 

coil stand~rds are de·1eloped and imple~ente~, this mor.itoring group 

will perforl'!l a crucial function. Thus, it is important that its 

membership be carefully selected. It is imperative that radio-

ecientists of the most conservative cast be i~cluded in the 

monitoring group._ Here again, we suggest that the names of Drs. 

Martell, Geesaman, Tamplin and Cochran. 

Aiid the on-site authority of the monitoring group should be 

clearly defined, with all important or unexpected problems to be 

referred to the enlarged Task Group. 

-
3. 6. Test Planting~~_ Gr9_l:1!1_~wat:~1:. 2~~-~-~-r Sampling 

We are in full agreement with the AEC Task Group recommenda

tions for test pl~ntings, lens water and air sampling. (Vol. I, 
. 

pp. S-80 to 5-81.) But it is not clear whether these recommenda-

tions have been implemented. They must be and the studies should 

be commissioned to the.best scientists and technicians available, 

under the over-all guidance of the enlarged Task Group. All of 
t 

these studies must· deal explicitly with the hot particle problem. 

3.7. Radiobiological Health Followup 

AEC Task Group recommendation 12 (Vol. 1, p. 5-81) calls for 

•Baseline surveys of body burdens and urine content of Cs-137 and 

Sr-90 ••• for the Enewetak people prior to r~~urn to Enewetak Atoll, 

and periodically thereafter." But here, too, it is not clear 

whether a firm ccmmitment to long-range radiological health 

monitoring of the Enewetak popula~ion has bee~ made, and, if so, 
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rr~ciscly he~ it will be implemented. 

A fully adequate radiological health P.rogram must be 

designed, funded and imple~ented. It can and should include the 

people of Bikini, who will one day s:::>on be resettled, the exposure 

victims at Rongelap nnd Utirik Atolls and the Enewetak people. 

The final impact statement should addre$~ this question and 

state clearly whether such a program is planned and what it will 

include. It too must deal with the health effects of hot particles 

and ali forms of low level radiation, with emphasis on internal 

emitters. 

3.8. Unknown Concerns 

W~ h~vP tried to identify all the radiological needs of this 

program which require further attention, all with the ultimate 

safety of the People of Enewetak in mind, but we cannot be certain 

that we have den~ a complete job. Hence, we call upon the United 

.- States government to continue to assume the important responsibi-

lity of giving the best and most careful attention to these matters 

for the long range future. 

4. Considerations Related to Cost 

Funding requests for the initial phase of this program have 

been previously presented to the United States Congress. They did 

not receive very favorable or sympathetic consideration, to put 

it mildly, by the members of the House Arm~~ Services and Appro-

priations Committees. In general, the objections related to the 

great cost of the entire program and evidenced a reluctance to 

commit the United States government to the first pha.se of a 
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p~Qv~am, the ~ltimate cost of which would be in the neighborhood 

of ~19,000,000. Hence, the request was disapprov~d. In the 

House and Senate Interior committees to which the rehabilitation 

Gnd resettlement phases were referred in a legislative packag8 

separate from the cleanup, sympathetic and favcrable action was 

:aken and $12,000,000 was authorized. 

Notably absent from the presentations made to the Congress 

and from the inquiries of the Congressmen themselves was realiza-

tion of the enormous benefit which (in the view of the United . 
States) has been derived from the use of Enewetak Atoll for 

nuclear testing and related national security activities. In 

the Armed Services hearings, the total p~ojected cost of this 

~rogram was divided by the number of Enewetak people and the 

suggestion made that perhaps the money should simply be given 

to the people. 

We do not have accurate figures for the total cost of the 

atomic energy program, the nuclear weapons testing program, nor 

for the amount of money actually spent for programs at Enewetak. 

But judging by figures we have seen (for example, Congress And 

The Hation, Vol. I, p. 262, Congressional_ Quarterly Service, 

1965) indicate that the cost was on the order of several billions 

of dollars in the AEC budget, and that says nothing about the 

undoubtedly large sums contained in one or more places in the 

Defense budget. We will suggest a figure of, say, $50 billion 
-, 

for the sake of discussion. That represents the agreed minimum 

value to the benefit to the United States of the same activities, 

the effects of which must now be remedied. Beyond the dollar 
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value, the United States must assign ~ value to the benefit to 

~~tional securit7 of the tes~in; p~og=am, however debatable ttat 

benefit may be in and of itself. 

Th~ cost of the direct benefits in this program for the 

Enewetak people, such as housing, community development, etc., 

... _-~ a very small fraction of the total, about $5,000,000. And 

even that portion of the total funding is directly attributable 

~o their forced removal by the United States to make way for the 

testing_ program. 

•And as we have said before, the United States undertook 

trusteeship of the Micronesian Islands of its own free will 

(without consent of the Micronesians) and put Enewetak Atoll, th€ 

property of the trust_. to its own USP fnr rhe> very nuclear te:ting 

which deposited the radioactivity. 

This is the only perspective by which to consider and decide 

u:on t~e outside cost limits of this program. The costs of the 

radiological and engineering cleanup of the Atoll are properly to 

be considered ordinary and necessary costs of the testing program. 

Indeed, the cleanup should have been planned from the beginning 

-and funded and done at the end of the testing program about 1958. 

~he Enewetak People do not want money in any amount, they 

want and are entitled to their land, in safe and habitable condition. 

In the presentation of future requests to the United States 

Congress, this gen~ral approach should be taken and the leadership 
·, 

of the people themselves should be ca.lled to testify. 

•case 3", outlined in Section 5.4.3, Vol. I of the DEIS, is 

offered as the prefer.red plan for cleanup and resettlement of the 
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Atoll. Essentially, it represents a compromise of cost, radic-

logical and other factors, which will be far short of the 

tt.eoretically ideal "Case S". (Vol. I,§ 5.4.5). Exclusive of 

contaminated soil and scrap disposal costs, the cleanup cost for 

Case 3 is $35.5 million and for Case 5 it is $81.6 million. 

Comparative soil disposal cost esti~ates are $7 million for Case 3 

and $92.2 for Case 5. 

We appreciate the political and practical realities of seeking 

sums on the order of $100 million from the United States Congress 

in these times of grave concern about the economy, but given the 

· rationable stated above, it is Case 5 for which .funding should be 

sought and for which funding should be given. 

Finally, quite apart from any cost-benefit analysis of the 

nuclear testing progrAm, as a result of a recent decision of the 

United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit (People of 

Saipan, etc. v. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, etc., 502 F.2d 90 

(1974)}, the obligations imposed by the Trusteeship Agreement under 

which the United States administers the Micronesian Islands has 

become legally binding and enforceable. Under the terms of Article 

6 of the Trusteeship Agreement, the United States is requir~d to 

•promote the economic advancement and self-sufficiency" of the 

Enewetak People; to •protect [them] against the loss of their lands 

and resources"; to "promote the social advancement" of the Micro

nesians; and to "protect [their] health." ~hese are ~he express 

obligations. Beyond that, like any t~ustee, the United State~ 

bears implied duties to protect and prc~ote the best interests of 

the beneficiary in every way. 
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Litigaticn by the beneficiary against the trustee to enforce 

these obligations would unseemly and costly. Every United States 

C.'!!icial involved, including members of the Ccngress, s::c...ild 

freely and willingly undertake to fulfill them by planning, 

funding and conducting a cleanup, rehabilitation and resettle

~ent program for the Enewetak People which approximates the ideal. 

s. Conclusion 

W~ have made a number of recommendations in the course of 

these comments to which we hope the program sponsors will give 

consideration in the preparation of the final impact statement. 

The recommendations relating to assessment of the radiological 

risk, if accepted. may or may not result in delay for the project 

as now planned. We hope not, ·but certainly the further study 

required and the development of soil, air and food contamination 

standards for plutonium may have a direct affect upon the initial 

cleanup phase. We urge the Defense Nuclear Agency to proceed with 

funding requests and planning for the base camp and to seek commit-
. 

ments from the United States Congress for the estimated cost of 

the program as a whole based on the "Case 5" projections. But at 

the same time all of the radiological investigations recommended. 

here should be undertaken and high confidence results obtained as 

soon as possible so that they can be used to revise and improve 

the radiological cleanup phase before moving forward with it. 
·, 

It bears repeating here that we are mindful of the immense 

amount of time, effort and money which has been devoted to develop-

ment of this program to date· by many officials in the Defense 

t:~Jclcar Agency, the Atomic Energy Commission, the Department of 
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the Interior and its Trust Territory administration, to mention 

~nly the principal agencies. Ue are 1eeply grateful the pro

fessional and humanitarian commitment of all of these people and 

special appreciation is due Lt. Gen. Warren·n. Johnson, Direc~or, 

Defense Nuclear Agency for all that he has donP. and will continue 

to do. 

.. 
Respectfully submitted by 

Theodore R. Mitchell, Counsel 
for the People of Enewetak 

Micronesian Legal Services Corp. 
P. O. Box 826 
Saipan, Mariana Islands 96950 
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CALIFCRNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

0tv1•1n""' oir THS HUMANITIC• 

Af'litC 80CIAL •CIENCK• 

Mr. Theodore R. M!.-tchell 
Executive Director 
)A.icronesian Legal Services Corporation 
P.O. Box 826 
Saipan, Mariana Islands 96950 

Dear Ted. 

October 29, 19"{4 

• 

I have now read through the three volumes of the Draft Environmental 
hnpact Statement dealing with the Clean Up, Rehabilitation, 
Re~ettlement of Enewetak .Atoll-Marshall Islands. One thing that you 
have gofog for y~u is that the -peopleof Enewetak wish to return home, 
and havt been pressing fr;r thl~ ·rctu:-=. fo:- ;·c::.:-e. ~.1:?.ny c! the s+;rc!l~"?~ 
associated with the type of compulsory rei.ocation that I have studied 
including the undermining of local leadership. are simply not present 
although I would su.spect a carry-over from the past. 

Another favorable factor has been the willingness of everyone involved 
to date (a) to listen to the local people (at least through their council 

· of 12) and (b) to take into consideration their wishes in planning their 
retur!1· On the other hand, any kind of settlement scheme involves 
stress to the settlers and as you note in your letter of October 11, 
little attention has been paid to the potential impacts of this stress·. 

t 
~ ~ 

Because my predicti .. 1e theory deals primarily with compulsory 
relocation at the time of forced rc.moval. rather than 28 years later!, 
I will have to cast the net wider (which of course is a much more risky 
business) and deal with settlement schemes in general, come~sory 
resettlement being an extreme example of this more general category. 
Aa I am sure you are well aware, the history of settlement schemes 
throughout the world is a grim one -- with probably over 90% being 
unsuccessful from the point of view of both settlers and settlement 

~~---authorities. It is hard to imagine a more difficult task that crea · ~-<l) 

from scratch new communities, which are both socially and ~ 
economically viable. Though the situation is more favorabl 
people are willing participants, in the Enewetak case no se 'I t'l'~1~~~'t\ , _,._ 
•election is possible since ev~ryone who wishes to return ounfP . (\0..:\ ; 
and old, conservative and progressive, hard working and 1 , ~1?'t , .... <'\ 

<'.":'°''"~ ...... 
~.>-" 

~ :i\ 
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October 291 1974 

be accommodated. In commenting on the Impact Statement I wish to 
discuss in sequence (1 l Housing (2) Socfal Services (3) the Economic 
System and (4) Soct~i _;_.-actors associated with settlement. Let me 
emphasize right now that ( 1) and (2) are by far the easiest to handle 
••and (1) and (2) represent the greatest strengths of the Impact 
Statement. But while it is relatively easy to provide improved housing 
and social services, it is muc!i. harder to create viable land and w".ter 
use systems -- indeed it is here that most settlement schemes fail. 
And it is much harder to handle the social factors associated with 
aettlement as well as the institutional factors dealing with the inter
relationships between settler institutions and those of the agencies 
involved in their future -- all of which n1ust be viewed as part of a 
aingfe (and very complex) social system. 

(1) Housing. Though Holmes and Narver should be complimented on 
the extent to which they have taken into consideration the stated desires 
of the Enewetak people and their system of land ten'\lre in proposing 
house types, as I understand the situation, the people have yet to live 
in houses of the type pro"?osed. If so, we must distinguish between 
what they think they want and what subsequently they_ decide they want 
after living in the new houses for a complete year: I strongly urge 
that a small number of pilot houses be built for at least some of those 
involved in the initial cleanup operation, so that the people will have 
a chance to assess their strengths and weaknesses -- to work the bugs 

·out of them, so to speak, before the main construction program tends 
to rigidify their family structure and social organization in concrete. 
for years to come. One thing that planners and architects tend to 
forget when providing housing in permanent materials, is that discrete 
structures in non-permanent mater_ials provide more flexibility. 
Before pouring concrete one ~hould try to anticipate some of the 
implications' which inevitably will arise (and which will have an impact 
on the peoples' iives) and make corrections where desirable. Problems 
·of maintenance also need to be anticipated in advance and local people 
-trained to maintain their own structures. 

· A major problem associated with many settlement schemes relates to 
provisio'1 and maintenance of adequate water supplies. Though the 
plans incorporated in the reports look good to me, I just want to 
mention this general difficulty for the record, and to emphasize the 
need to provide the simpliest facili.ties possible in terms of (1) peoples" 
needs and (2) their hopes -- with the second factor being far less 
important than the first. I have seen too many projects where people, 
after several years, must fall back on inadequate local water supplies 
•imply because government-provided facilities are inadequate to start 
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with. or because costs for their mai.:it~nance :ire not p!"o1rided, or 
because local people are not trained to properly use and inaintain 
them. While I was very fa•.·orably im?res~.:!d by t!:e t!l..inki.":.g on wate!" 
supplies within the reports, I woncer if <:~'.:n.J.g'.-, t:ic·ught has gone into 
proble~s concerning.their long term. maintenance. 

(2) Social Services. While impressed. again by the thoroughness with 
which the desires of the local people have been taken into conslde!"ation, 
it is hard to comment on social services without. knowing more about 
the breakdown of the population itself. None of the reports tell us 
much about the current educational and literacy status of the people, 
and about their goals for self and children -- other than to return to 
Eo.ewetak. Though obviously their expectations for ..imported items 
has gone up during their 28 years of exile, what about their 
occupational desi!"es, and especially the occupational desires of the 
younger people? One thing that bothered me about the reports is that 
while four room schools are proposed for both the driEnewetak and 
driEnjebi, nothing is written about the type of education system 
proposec;I for these schools and che type of teachers to be recruited. 
Let m'! g'!nt:'!"?.liz'! this corr...rne~! to all types of ser•.Pice pe:-~c=·el, 
•ince I was alsu concerned about the lack of attention paid, under 
agriculture and fishing, to extension personnel, let alone to the -
relationship of the different types of service personnel to eac}\ other. 
I am raising here the fundamental question as to what different -
categories d people will be willing to do, occupationally, once they 
return and how best to facilitate their future economic and social 
independence and development. 

(3) Viable Land and Water Use Systems. The Master Plan was based 
on the assumption that all the islands in the atoll could be used for 
subsistence.and cash crop agriculture -- with a total available acreage 
of approximately 1000. As a result, howeverJof the AEC Task Force 
recommendations, this total has been cut to a maximum cf 722 u~m.ble 
acres for a current population of ovel" 400 people. Bearing in mind 
the poor quality of the soil and the rapid rate of population increc..se, 
it seems to me absolutely essential that the people ;etain: access tCJ . >. 
Ujelang Atoll. Even then the available land area on a per capita basis 
is considerably less than that utilized by the people prior to their 
first relocation. The situation is worrisome and points up the need 
(a) to obtain the best possible seed for coconuts for both subsistence 
and cash crops purposes, with the search bearing in mind the major 
advances in productivity that have occurred on research stations in 
the Ivo1·y Coast anC. in the Phillipines. (b) to push rnariculture hard 
while keeping the means of production strictly in local hands so as to 
•pread employment. Equipment (outboards for example) should be 
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&tandarizcd and kept as simple as possible <seagull type enl:!ines vs 
Jobnstones). A number of interesting case histories come to mind 
here including the lobster canne?'y which·is the principle employer 
among the several hundred islanders on TrL;;tan da Cunha in mid-
Atlantic who were moved from their home after a volvanic eruption in 
1961 ane returned there later in the 1960s. (c) provide a first rate 
unified extension service (d) ensure a dependable and sufficient · 
water transport service and pier a.nrl port facilit. ... es to connect Enewctak .. 
to neighboring islands (including Ujeland and the relevant market ·· 
centers). (e) actively attempt tc.' diversify the economy, always 
bearing in mind local desires, interests, ne'eds and expectations. 
Especially attractive is the suggestion that the function of the Eniwetok 
Marine Biological Laboratory (which apparently wil.1 continue under 
AEC sponsorship) be expanded to include technical assistance to the 
people. Couple: this with the possibility of a Community College for 
the Marshalls which would use the facilities already present on Enewetak, 
and one has one way of providing a unified extension service while 
possibly broadening the economic base of the people. Such possibilities 
however need be carefully evaluated concerning the extent to which the ' 
peopl'! '-2.tiH actually be invclved and the extent to which they will actually 
profit. This caution applies even more to the development oi i:I. ~·-••.niat 

industry which even at best is a mixed blessing on small islands. 

lt seems to me that the future of the people of Enewetak depends on the 
extent to which the people regain their independence and the extent to 
which their atoll can become economicalJy self-sufficient. It is my 
impression that the authors of the Defense Nuclear ·Agency report do not 
understand how :nuch recommended . Case 3 alters the assumptions on 
which the original Master Plan was based. This alteration also has 
major implications for social factors as I hope to show below. 

t 
(4) Social Implications of Settlement. Depending on whether they are 
driEnjebi or driEnewetak, the prf'sent move home will represent the 
fifth or sixth time that the people C\f Enewetak have been moved since 
1944. Since the original move wa!. compulsory, and hence falls within 
the. scope of my own research, I suspect that it was accompanied by 
a great deal of stress, which, for analytical purposes, can be divided 
into psychological_,physiologica.l a.nd socio-cultural stress. According· 
to my own model of how people respond to compufSory relocation, 
this stress (or transition) period does not come to an end until (a) the 
people once again get back on their feet economically or at least ream 
the position that they held before relocation, and (b) feel at home in 
their new habitat. Since neither of these factors applies to the people 
of Enewetak after nearly 28 years, I would suspect that the older 
people (that is, "i:hose who were old enough to remember the trauma 

1 ; 
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associated with the original moves) are still under stress. ..,.That this 
means, however, is hard to access at a distance since my theory 
applies primarily to the months and year.s immediately preceding and 
following forced removal. All I can say ~s that the rr1ental and physical 
health of the people should be carefully assessed before their shift 
home and before they are involved in major new ventures - - ventures 
which would require radical changes i~ their activities and life style. 
I say this sir:ce the theory predicts that populations undergoing forced 
removal behave as if a social system·was a closed system; that is 
they change no more than they have to in order to continue doing what 
they did in the past and the changes which occur are incremental rather 
than . sudden. The insistence of the people through out all these years 
that they be allowed to return "home" is consistent with the theory 
here. But once the people get home and the euphoria of having "won" 

• fade1, what then? What can be expected when they begin to settle 
down with three times the number of people on an idealized homeland 
whi.:h can be only partially utilized. With these questions in mind, l 
would like now to consider three points. 

(l) It is- very important to recall that approximately 80% of the popu
lation is under 30 years of age according to the populat.i.on fig...,:;:-c:;. 
In other words, the large majority of the people will either have no 
memory at all or only a vague memory of life on Enewetak. It is this 
age bracket which strikes me as a major unknown. To what extent 
do the Council of 12 really speak for them? To what extent do they 
wish to return to the life style of their parents and grandpa.rents? l 
can not answer this question at a distance, in large part because the 
Enewetak population within the three volume Impact Statement is · 
treated as if it was homogeneous. But l doubt very much that such 
ii the case, a doubt that is reinforced by the odd statement in the . 
reports -- for example, "A number of people have been exposed to 
education any from Enewetak and have developed strong tastes for 
imported foods and other lux..-ries" and the people have "achieved a 
1ood understanding of the behavior and values of Americans, and · 
aeverd have distinguished themselves in government and mission 
acbools." In assessing the impacts of the return on the people I 

. au•pect we need at least differentiate from the very beginning between 
the older 200/o and the remainder. 

(Z) Compulsory resettlement projects always run the risk of the 
relocatees developing a dependency relationship with the relocating 
authorities. I would suspect that a strong sense of dependency 
cha.racl.?rizes the older people from Enewetak and that this will continue 
during the next decade. Even if the dependency does not already 
exist. most of the people are going to be dependent on outsiders for 
years to come simply because it will take at least seven year~ to 

? .. 
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prepare lanes for planting, to plant them and then to hz..rvest the 
resulting tree crops. Should the cash cropping of coconuts proceed 
according to schedule only then will the people begin receiving what 
Holmes and Narver hope will be an annual cash income of per.!:iaps 
$40, 000 or slightly le!;S than $100 p~r capita in terms of present 
population. In the meantime the people will have to use their trust 
fund (which currently produces $60, UOO per annmn in income or 
somewhat !es s than $150 per ca.pita) to. provide for their external 
needs and to depend on the U.S. government antl other donors. 
Reliance on both the trust fund and on further external assistance 
continues and increases the risk of a dependency relationship which 
can be expected to make subsequent development more dHficult. 
Already the people have acquired a taste for outside staples which 
apparently on occasion can make up as much as 80%. of the diet. 

• These include rice, flour, sugar, tea, canned. meat, and fish; in other 
words the usual foods that low income people desire after they come 
into closer contact with the outside world. So we have the conbined 
problems of rising expectations and dependency, both of which have to 
be taken into consideration in planning subsequent development for the 
atoll. Neither m2.1-:es the ta::;k easy. Once the euphoria of regaining 
the homeland passes, disallusionment may well come, along witn new 
demands on the United States {which of course continues to bear the 
responsibility for the original move) to provide for the people. 
Looking to the future, very careful planning and plan execution will 
be required if the people are not to continue as wards of the government.· 

(3) Another potential problem cc·ncerns future relationships between 
driEnjebi and driEnewetak simply because the former cannot occupy 
their former island or indeed their traditional section of the atoll. 
Rather they will find themselves relocated qmte close to their neighbors. 
Although I note that distinctions between the two populations have been 
reduced to the extent that the 12 man council is now elected at large 
from all the pe'ople, and that the large majority of the population have 
been brought up as members of a "single conununity, 11 nonetheless the 
present plan to relocate the driEnjcbi on Medren and Japtan puts them 
in the relationships of 'relocatees'· to the driEnewetak 11hosts11 which 
raises the possibility of the type of deteriorating relationships which 
all too frequently characterizes hosts and relocatees in other settlement 
schemes, especially where the two communities find themselves in 
competition for scarce resources, resources to which the hosts 
traditionally held claims. -, 

At this point there is little more that I can sa.y without further kncwledge. 
In conclusion, however, let me say that there are sufficient social and 
economic problems connected with the entire relocation effort to justify 

"> '' . 
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a well-thought ont, lor!gterm prcg-::-am for "monitorin!!·' events from 
this day forward - - in hopes of anticipating problems before they 
arise and easing those that inevitably do-arise. If I can be of further 
assistance alone such lines, please let me k.r~ow. 

With best wishes. 

' gsh 
enclosure 

Yours sincerely, 

~eSJ_ 
Thayer Scudder 
Professor of Anthr_opology 

P. S. I enclose an article which summarizes the impacts of compulsory 
relocatiOn of people moved i!l ..:onnection with big dam projects which 
may be of some use to you. No, I have not seen Tobin's thesis nor do 
I have easy access to it. U you can get me a copy !would much 
appreciate it. 

t 

.· 
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1. Introduction: The adequacy of the biomedical basis of standards 

for occupational ·and public exposure to plutonium and other inte~nal 

alpha emitters have been widely discussed(l~S) and seriously qu~stioned(6-S). 

The serious uncertainties in the cancer risks attributable to 

internal alpha emitters must be resolved ~efore we are irretrievably 

committed co a nuclear energy program. This is a matter of immediate 

concern in the western suburbs of Denver due to.plutonium and americium 

.contamination of surface soils in public areas around the Rocky Flats 

Plutqniun1PlantC9>. Many other localities are similariy affected by 

tranuranium element contamination and its attendant cancer risks. 

lecent controversy regarding the adequacy of plutonium standards 

baa centered on several aspects of the problem of the cancer risiul 

ettr!butabl~ t~ inhal~d plutonium oxide particles, inc!udi~g s~ch. ~~~~tic~ 

as which organ and how small a tissue volume constitutes the 11critical" 

organ (i.e., that experiencing the highest cancer risk), and whether the 

aver.a:ge alpha radiation dose to the critical organ or the tumor risk 

attributed to a given number of individual hot plutonium oxide particles 

provides the best guidance for the assessment of risks and standards 

for plutonium. ·, Geesaman (6) has discussed possible mechanisms of cancer . 
-~ 

induction by hot particles and concludes that the tumorigenic risk may 

be as high as 1/2000 per particle for submicron particles of plutonium 

.oxide. A recent examination of hot particle risks by Tamplin and Cochran(S), 

based largely on the Geesaman study, led these suthors to recommend that 

the occupational.MPLB (maximum permissible lung burden) be reduced by a 

factor of 115,000, to a value of 0.14 pCi. A recent study(lO) was 

carried out by Bair, Richmond and Wachholz at the request of the U.S. 

Atomic Energy Commission with the specific objective of providing an 

updated review of the evidence bearing on the problem of uniform vs .. 
' 
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nonuniform alpha radiation dose distribution in the lung. The authors 

of this study take exception to the conclusions and recct:!I:lendations of 

~e•ama~, Tamplin and Cochran(6,S) and conclude that 

"the nonunifor:i dose distribution :if plutonium particles in 
the lung is not more hazardous and may be less hazardous than 
if the plutonium were uniformly distributed and that the mean 
dose lung model is a radiobiologically sound basis for 
establishment of plutonium standards~" 

Bair et al. (lO) fail to take into account the full implications of 

•ome of the recent published results: in particular, the observed higher 

tumor risks for 23 8Puo2 than for 23 9Puo
2 
(ll~ the appare~tly lit:lited 

. . 
~1ological response of mammal lung cells from 238Pu and 23 9.Pu incorporated 

I 

into ceramic microspheres(12 •13) and the tobacco smoke radioactivity 

re1ults(l4). The latter results imply that as little ·as a few picocuries 

·of insoluble alpha emitting particles in the lung may give rise to a 

aignificant risk of lung cancer and oth~~ o~4lous health effects in 

-the chronic exposure case. 

On the basis of a brief review of the known effects of alpha inter-

actions with cells (below) it will become evident that alpha radiation 

iuduced cancer in mammals and man must be brought about by subjectin~ 

a large number of living cells to a limited number of alpha interactions. 
A 

thu1 1 in principle~ the highest risk would be associated with a uniform 

41etribution of the alpha dose, in accordance with the conclusion of 

lair et al. However, in fact, we are almost always concerned with a highly 

iTregular tissue distribution of alpha emitting particles. For hot .· 

particles, the tumor incidence muse be due to the low dose irradiation 

of a large number of cells by a very small fraction of the hot particle 

•urden. And for long term exposures, unacceptably high tumor risks 

appear to be associated with picocuric burdens of internal alpha eaitters. 

tbia serious possibility calls for a drastic down~ard revision of permissible 
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exp~sure standards for !nhaled plutonium. It also is possible that the 

critical health effects for inhaled alpha emitting particles are the 

incidence of atherosclerosis and other degenerative diseases of the 

cardiovascular system. The published evidence supporting these conclusions 

is brieflY. reviewed below. 

2. Tumor Production: The interactions of various types of radiation 

with living cells and their mutagenic effects hav£ been widely investigated, 

with results which have been reviewed and summarized by Lea(lS), Muller(l~) 

and others. When ~lphas interact with the chromosome or its genes in 

the nucleus of a cell, the dense ionization in the track of the alpha par-

ticles give rise to closely spaced breaks which bring about a wide variety 

of irreversible chromosome structural changes, or mutations. X.-ray and Y-ray 

interactio~s give rise to a diffuse distribution of ions, resulting in 

widely sr0~~d i~dividual breaks, most of which can undergo repair by 

recombining without structural change. Thus permanent structural changes 

for X-rays and Y-rays are proportional to the square of the dose, with 

greatly reduced incidence at low dose rates. By contrast, structural 

changes resulting from alpha interactions are directly proportional to 

the number of interactions and are independent of alpha interaction rates. 

Thus, with reg.~rd to the production of irreversible structural changes in 
·~ 

cells the relative biological effectiveness of alpha radiation, compared 

to X-rays and Y-rays, increases markedly at lower dose rates and over 

·1onger periods of exposure. 

For alpha interactions with cell nuclei, most of the structural 

changes are lethal and lead to the lllitotic death of the cell, at the next 

(17 18) (15) or subsequent cell division ' • However, as Lea and others h&ve 

pointed out, some cell nuclei experience only minor structural changes 
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(chromosome inversions, duplications, translocations, deletions, etc.) 

and remain viable. However, although only a very small fraction of alpha 

interactions give rise to viable mut~ted cells, these su1-rive to 

proliferate, ~her~a3 cells which suffer lethal change~ are eliminated 

from the cell population. Thus in the case of long-term exposure of 

tissue to internal alpha emitters at low dose rates ~here is a cumulative 

increase in the population of cells which have survived one or more 

.chromosome structural changes. However it is equally obvious that a 

cell whose nucleus is subjected to repeated alpha inter~ctions within 

the mean life of the cell has only a negligible chance of survival. 

·It is likely that the production of a radiation-induced tumor begins 

with the formation of ~ single malignant cell characterized by a combina~ 

tion of twcror more chromosome changes and/or gene mutations. The alpha 

-radiatio:i-induced bone tumor incidence in dogs is observed to be propor

tional to the square of the alpha doseCl9) implying that a sequence of 

two or more low probability events must be involved. This is consistent 

(20 21) with the two-mutation and multiple-mutation theories of cancer ' based 

on the age distribution of cancer in man. On the basis Gf these consider-

ations the production of a malignant cell involves a sequence of event~, 

as follows: • (1) ~reduction of a viable mutated cell; (2) clone growth 

from the mutated cell; (3) production of a second viable mutation in 

one or more of the clone; · (4) growth of a clone of doubly-mutated cells; 

.-etc. Thus, for a tw~-mutation sequence, the tumor risk would be proportional 

to the R2t 2Ct/T ), where R is the alpha dose rate, tis the time of c 

exposure, and T is the mean life of the normal cell and singly mutated c 

cell. The term (t/T ) represents the influence of the growth of the clone c 

of the singly-mutated cell on the long-term risk. 

~s tumor risk relationship makes it abundantly clear that a linear 
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extrapolation to low dose rates is not only not conservative for alpha 

radiation induced tumors, but rather that there is a marked inverze dose-

rate vs risk relationship. There is an increasing body of published 

experimental evidence that reflects thi.s trend. 

Speis~ and Mays<22 > observed.that f~r ·22 ~Ra alpha radiation induced bone 

sarcoma in rnan, the t·.nr.~r inc!der.~e per rad approxi~ately doubled for a fo~r-

fold increase in the spacing of 22 ~Ra injections and that the observed incidence 

of bone t~rs per rad in children was nearly twice that for adults. Upton 

et a;. <23> show a significantly higher i~cidence of tumors in mice for a 

given neutron dose at more protracted periods of exposure. Moskalev and 

Buldakov<24> showed that fractionation of the administered 239Pu dose over 

larger periods of time increased bone tumor induction. The higher tumor 

-incidence per rad for t~e smaller.lung buTriPn~ ~f crushed 238Puo2 micro-

apberes observed by Sanders(ll) seems best explained by the limited alpha 

·~rradiation of large n'umbers of cells by numez:ous very small, mobile 

particles of low activity per particle (see below). Hamsters subjected to 

low alpha doses from 210Po distributed quite homogeneously in the bronchiolar-

alveolar region show a marked increas~ in the lung tumor incidence per rad 

at veJ:Y low doses and dose rates(2S). And the incidence of bronchial ce;;ncer 
t 

in uranium miners ·reflects a higher tumor risk per rad at the lower doses<26) 

for this low dose rate exposure group. ':he tobacco radioactivity results(l4) 

indicate a significant tumor risk for the cumulative alpha radiation dose 

·from 210Po in insoluble particles in the ~ronchi of smokers, involving much 

lower dose rates. 
I 

Based on the above considerations it is evident that the tumor ris~ is 

optimized ~hen a very large number of cells and their descendants are 

aubjected to only a few widely spaced alpha interactions with the small 
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target afforded by the cell chromosomes. This follows necessarily from 

the f4ct that mo6t alpha interactions with ceil chromosomes lead to the 

eubaequent mitotic death of the cell. as Ba~endsen has shown(l7,lS). The 

;>reduction of a malignant cell calls for a sequence of two or more low 

probability events and thus cannot be speeded up by the application of 

snass!ve alpha doses, but rather only by subjecting a much larger number 

of cells to a limited number of interactions. Additionally, assuming that 

tbP. tumor risk to the tissue subjected to alpha irradiation is proportional 

to R~t2 (t/Tc), explained above, it is apparent that the· alpha activity 

concentration or the activity per particle which is equated to a given 

tumor risk decreases with increasing time of exposure and also that a given 

riak can be attributed to smaller cumulative doses when the time of exposure 

• (27) 
t jA appreciably longer than the mean life ~f the cell, Tc. Brues and 

Burch(2S) both pointed out that the two-mutation theories of carcino-

(20 21) . 
a~eais ' would imply an exceptionally high effectiveness of widely 

apaced radiation for tumor production. It is proposed that.just such a 

doae rate relationship serves to reconcile the observed significant tUIUOr 

riek in cigarette smokers with the presence of a persistent lung bu~den of 
. 

insoluble smoke particles· involving a total of only a few picocuriP.s of 
t 

11op0 (14). : 

3. "Hot" Pu0
2 

Particle Risks: If the above tentative conclusions are 

correct. then the same considerations must apply in the assessment of 

CUilar risks for hot particles. In this connection a preliminary considera-

tion of the influence of specific alpha activity and particle size of the 
-, 

bot alpha ~.mitting particles is in order • 

• llaabe et a1.<29> report an apparent rate of dissolution of 291Puo
2 

1D lung fluid which is tvo orders of magnitude higher than that observed 

for 119Puo2 p~rt~cles. Such a dramatic difference in the chemical behavior 
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of two isotopes of plutonium is seriously inconsistent with the negligible 

influence of isotope effects on the chemical ~inetics of heavy elements. 

Thus it seems necessary to expJain this apparent solubility difference on 

physical grounds. The specific activity of the 238 Puo2 particles (-80% 

216 Puo
2 

and -20% 2 39 Puo
2

)_ w.;s about 220 t~mes that of 2 39 Pu02° In addition 

the 231 Puo
2 

particles exhibit~d a very aignificantly low~r density than the 

219 Puo
2 
particles~30), indicating a highly fault~d structure and weakened 

intermolecu~ar bonding for the 238 Puo
2 

particles. Fleischer(Jl) proposes 

that the apparently higher dissolution rate for 2 ' 8 Pu02 may be explained 
.• 

by the alpha recoil nucleus ablation of the surface layers of the particles, 

with a fragmentation rate proportj.cnal to the specific .alpha disintegration 

rate and with variable sizes of fragments ranging up to -10
4 

atoms. The 

poorer structural integrity of the 238 Puo2 particles may give rise to an

·increase in the size range of the ejected fragments. Such small fragments, 

ranging µp to tens of angstroms in diameter or more, would pass readily 

through the 0.1 µm diameter pores of the membrane filters used in the 

dissolution experiments<29>. Also, such small ablation fragments may exhibit 

a much higher mobility in tissue than that of 0.1 to l.Oµm diameter, t?e 

ai~c range of pArticles used in most animal inhalation experiments. This 
• 

-~ 

greater mobility for very small ablation fragments in tissue may explain 

the obser1ed more rapiJ rate of translocation for 211 Puo
2 

than for 211Puo
2 

from the lung tc the liver and bone<32 , 33>. 
Another explana:ion for the apparently higher solubility of 21 ~Puo2 

than 231Puo2 is the possibility that the intense alpha radiol~sis of the 

lung fluid at the suTf ace of the particles leads to the production of 

chemically active free radicals which in turn react with Puo
2 

molecules 

on the par.ticle surface. This process also would proceed at a rate 

proportional to specif !c activity and to particle surface area. In this 
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caee the dissol•ed plutonium would diffuse away from the hot part!cl~s. 

f.o"'"evcr this diss.olved plutonium undoubtedly would be slow!y redbtributed . ' 

i~ the lung in the same fashion as that reported by Moskalev< 34) fQr 

inhaled soluble compound~ of plutonium, resulting in a highly non-uniform 

distribution, with hot spots located pre~ominantly in the sub-pleural region 

of the lungs. This gradual conversion of the soluble plutonium compo11~ds 

to small colloidal size particles at focal points of activity may be the 

result of ~he self-chelating properties of tetravalent plutonium in solution. 

·In recent studies of rat inhalation of 238Puo
2

, Sanders(ll) has 

' de:oru::t:~ted ~ ~ub~t~r.t!ally increased risk p£r rad f cr small lung burd~uo 

of aged, "crushed" 238Puo
2 

microspheres. In this case the inhaleC: particles 
. 

involve smaller particles and a cor~espondingly larger surface area. The 

observed more rapicl rate of ~i.au:ilue;e1.~ivLi. tv uth.:~ .:;rgauo ~an be _ .... _~\.. ..... _,.i 
a. ............ .,,,,,...'"" ......... 

variously to the higher mobility of the smaller particles, or to the higher 

rate of surface ablation (or dissolution) for the increased surface area, 

or both. The higher tumor incidence can be attributed to the fact that· 

·the greater mobility and wider redistribution of the 238Puo
2 

·microspheres 

and their breakdown products subject a much larger number of cells to a ·. 
limited number of alpha interactions. 

t .-
' The correctness of the above interpretation is reinforced by the 

results of the Los Alamos ceramic sphe~e experiments reported by Richmond 

(12 13) • (10) 
et al. • and further discussed by Bair et al. • In these experi-

ments 2000 Zirconium oxide microspheres of 10 µm diameter, each set con-
, 

taining a specified amount of plutonium, were injected into the lungs of 
., . 

groups of experimental animals. The total plutcniu~ per microsphere 

ranged from 0.07 to 1.6 pCi ~£ 239Pu and from 4.3 to 59.4 pCi of 238Pu, 

with identical activity for each of the 2000 microspheres in each of eight 

animal exposure groups of 70 animals ~er group. The local dose rate, 
I..' 
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averaged over the small tissue volume within 40 µm from the surface of 

the cerat!l!c microspheres is -11,000 rads per year for the 0.07 pCi micro-

spheres, or -200,000 alpha disintegrations per year within each ~icrcgra~ 

of irradia~ed tissue. ~e dose rate is correspondingly higher around the 

-microspheres of greater .activity. Less than one milligram of tissue, only 

one millionth of the lung, is subjected to these masslve radiation doses. 

The limited biological response obtained in these experiments is 

consistent with expectations based on Baiendsen's results(l7,lS); the small 

population of cells within the alpha range around the microspheres exper

ience so many alpha interactions that they all receive chromosome struc-

tural changes that result in their mitotic death. The. 10 µm diameter 

• 
lllicrospherefo are immobile in tissue. Also t~eir specific alpha activity 

is so low compared to pure Puu2 chac cheir surtace recoil ·ablaticn· and 

dissolution rates are negligibly low. Thus in these experiments there 

is no large population of cells which are subjected to a limited number 

of alpha interactions, as is the case for Sanders crushed 238Puo2 m.icro

aphere experiments(ll). Richmond and Voelz(l2} observed only two lung 

tumors (at 9.5 months and 12 months in animals exposed to 2000 ceramic 

m:lcrospheres of 0.42 pCi 239Pu per microsphere) fer a total of -106 hot 
·~ 

p~rticles. It is proposed that these two tumors may be attributed to 

•econdary protons ejected by alpha interactions with hydrogen atoms. The 
' 4 . 

·expected yield is one proton per 10 alpha interactions. Such protons 

have energies of about 100 KeV and a range abou~ 4 times that of the alpha 

particle. Thus th~se secondary protons irradiate 63 times as.many lung 

cells at correspondingly much lower doses. It is unlikely that the two 

tumors observed in these experiments can be attributed to X-rays or 

Y-rays from plutonium for reasons discussed by Warren and GatesC33 •~ 6 ). 
I 

\.)', 
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4. Criticnl HLal~h :~fects: It is widely recognized that inhaled insoluble 

.. alpha emitting particles deposited in the lung are, in part, translocated 

via the phagocytic action of macrophages tc the lymph nodes and to other 

eites in ~he reticuloendothelial system, and also via blood leucocytee to 

the liver, spleen and bone marrow. Recen~ experiments with inhaled 

plutonium make it evident that the pattern and rate of translocation of 

plutonium from the lung to other sites is highly dependent on particle size 

and specific activity, with more rapid 'transport of the smaller and more 

active particles. Ihus, it is far from obvious whether the lung, lymph 

. nodes, liver, bone or other organ, or fraction thereof, should be taken 

ae the critical organ or critical tissue site. 

It hA' long been known that those tissues in which there is more 

active cell divtsion suffer the earliest and most severe radiation da~~ge 

effects, and that this includes the blood forming cells in lyt!lphatic glands 

(16 3"''· and in bone marrow ' · ! Such effects include the destruction of rapidly 

multiplying cel!s that produce the blood platelets which assist in the 

control of blood clotting. Similarly the population of leucocytes is 

reduced with a corresponding reduction in resistance to disease. Thes~ 

effects plus t~e accompanying chromosome structural changes can give rise 
·~ 

to the e£rli~r incidence not only of cancers, but the whole pattern of 

-dieeaaes uf the cardiovascular and renal systems<37 , 3e). 

Let us review the mounting evidence which suggests that inhaled 

insoluble alpha emitting particles may be the agent of atherosclerosis 

and thus give rise to an increased risk of death by early coronaries and 

strokes. ~therosclerosis is reported to be present in every instance of 

partial or complete arterial occlusion and every case of coronary thrombos!s< 39>. 
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Recently Benditt has shown(40) that the human atherosclerotic plaque is 

a 1n0noclonal proliferation of a mutated cell of the artery wall, and thus 

an arterial tumor. Elkeles(4l-'+J) lias obs~rved anomalously high concen-

trations of alpha activity at the calcified plaque sites. In addition 

.atheroscler~sis plaques nor.nally occur in the main and abdominal aortas· 
.. (42-44) 

and the coronary Jrteries, but rarely in the pulmon~ry arteries • 

This distribution suggests a respiratory origin for the mutagenic agent. 

Attempts to reproduce arterial lesions in animals by chemical, mechanical 

and nutritional means have not produced plaques similar· to those of 

~the~osclerosis in man(40). However atherosclerotic plaques have been 

directly induced in human arteries by intensive irradiation with X-rays 

and radium<45). There "is a high incidence of early coronaries among 

cigarette smokers, with a mortality rate for males who smoke two packs or 

more daily that is 2 to 2.5 times that of non-smokers but at a mean age 

Of death SO?!le 10 to 16 years earlier~46l.Forall these reasons it is proposed 

that inhaled insoluble alpha emitting smoke particles are very likely to be 

the mutagenic agent which gives rise to atherosclerosis in cigarette smokers. 

If this !a the case, similar increased risk of early coronaries are to be 

expected for other groups of individuals who are occupationally or environ
t 

mentally exposed to the inhalation of insoluble alpha emitting particles 

of respirable size. Attention should be addressed to industrial and combustion 

,,roduct aerosols which contain uranium oxide, thorium oxide and lead-210, 

•• well as to plutonium oxide from nuclear industry, nuclear accidents 

and fallout from atmospheric nuclear tests. 

The f 1rst snd most obvious place to look for such effects is among 

past and present plutonium workers. Very significant increases in the 

incidence of early corcnari~s as well as lung cancers and cancers at other 
. (46) 

aites is observed among cigarette Emokers with insoluble alpha emitting 
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particle burdens of only a few picocuries of 210Po !n the lune(l4) and 

(41-43} 
similcr total alph~ activity per 100 grams of arte~ial wall tissu~ • 

By comparison, plutonium workers exhibit plutonium organ burdens ranging 

. (47 48) 
from a few picocuries to a few :-.anocur1~s or more • • And although 

there has been no epidemiological study ~f the age-incidence of heart 

disease and cancer among plutonium workers, the limited published ir.furmation 

bearing on this question is more disturbing than reassuring. Most often 

cited is the medical experience cf 26 plutonium workers at Los Alamos<49 ,SO), 

usua~ly accompanied by a statement to the effect that none of the medical 

findings f c4 this group can be attributed def luit~ly to internally deposi~ed 

plutonium. With equal justification one may state that most of the serious 

medical findings in thi~ group can ~e attributed to plutonium. One member of 

the original group died in the early 1950 1
!';. r..::111~P tJf d~ath i~ n~~ :-e~~-rte~. 

Another died of a coronary at age 38. A third suffered a coronary occlusion 

but recovered and was well compensated. A fourth developed a hamartoma of 

the lung and his right lower lobe was surgically removed in May 1971. A 

fifth had a melanoma of the chest wall. A sixth had a partial gastrectomy 

for a bleeding ulcer. One subject suffered loss of teeth, apparently due 

to damage to the lamina dura of the jaw_s which show the earliest effects 
•• 

\ 

in beagles given toxic doses of plutonium. Another subject has gout. The 

.full medical history of this group, now mostly in their fifties, has uot yet 

completely tmf olded. Only 12 of these 26 plutonium workers were exposed 

to plutonium inhalation. Which of the observed effects were experienced 

by the inhalation exposure group? Regardless of the distribution, the 
-. 

medical experience of this small group thus far p~ovides no basis for 

complacen~y about the health consequences of plutonium exposure. 

Banf ord employees and others whosP. autopsy tissue samples exhibited 

plutonium levels in excess of 5 fCi/g died mainly of coronary heart 
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disease and other c~rdiovascular effects and to a lesser extent of cancer 

and pulmonary emphysemaC 47 >. Based on evidence reviewed above it appears 

that atherosclerosis is a cancer of the artery wall and thus that corocary 

heart disease and other diseases of the cardiovascular and renal system 

are expecteo effects of inhaled plutoniuo.and of other insoluble alpha 

emitting particles. An adequate assess~ent of Ch~ magnitude of these risks 

can only be obtained by a comprehensive ~edical. follow-up of all past and 

present plutonium workers. Until the age distribution of these effects 

among plutonium workers is fully assessed, any claim by the proponents 

of nuclear energy that there is little risk associated with the MPLB 

(maximum permissible lung burden), 16 nCi of plutoniuu, or fractions 

thereof,is,totally unjustified. ~le growing evidence suggests that as 

little as·:: fou ;icocuries of alpha activity in the lung, in arterial tissue, 

and in other organs gives rise to a significant cancer risk. 

S. Discussion: The published evidence, reviewed above, clearly indicates 

that a linear extrapolation to low2r doses and dose rates is not conserva-

tive for internal alpha emitters. The initial effects of alpha inter-

actions with cell chromosomes are irreversible and thus will vary linearly 

' with alpha dose _:ate. However the cumulative effects of internal alpha 

emitters gives rise to an increase in the populations of mutated cells 

(cells with viable structural changes in their chromosomes) and in the 

health consequences of such changes. Therefore the tumor incidence per 

alpha disintegration must increase with decreasing dose rate. For this 
-, 

reason a given cancer risk in equated with smaller cumulative alpha 

doses and with much smaller internal alpha emitter burdens as the period 

of exposure increases. 
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By contrast, the cellular effects of ~-rays and y-rays are largely 

repairable at low dose rates. This stems from the fact that the diffuse 

d~stribution of ion pai~s produced by s11ch radiation results in widely· 

spaced single chromosome breaks which repair themselves readily. For 

these reasons the relative biological effectiveness of alpha particles, 

compared to X-rays. and y-rays increases continuously with decreasing dose 

rate. Thus alpha radiation acquires a greatly increased biological sig-

~ificance relative to soft radiation in the production of tumors and other 

health consequences of chromosomal structural changes. 

There are several.other lines of evidence which reinforce the 

-possibility that alpha interactions with cells play a 1miq1_1~ ral<? ~ "' .. - ..... 

cancer production. The distribution of cancer sites in the bronchi, in 

the lymphatic sy~tem, in arterial tissue, in the liver and bone, all 

involve sites at which insol~ble alpha emitters are known to accumulate. 

Anomalously high concentrations of alpha activity have been observed at 

the bronchial cancer sites(5l), at cancer sites adjoining lymph glands 

in other organs <52 , 53> in atherosclerosis plaques(4l-43>, at liver cancer 

• (54) 
sites in thorot~ast patients , at bone tumor sitP.s in the radium dial 

vorkers<55>, etc. The difficulties of producing lu:ig cancer by ext£rnal 

(35 36) 
radiation has been pointed out by Warren and Gates • • The absence 

of cancers in muscular tissue, except at sites of thorotrast injection or 

plutonium injection, also is relevant to this issue. All of these obser-

vations reinforce the possibility that one or more of the chromosomal 

atructural changes which characterize a malignant cell must be brought 

about by alpha interactions and not ·by low intensity X-rays or y-rays • 

In this connection, the deteru1inat:!.on of the nature of the structural 
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differencea between the healthy and the malignant cells of each organ could 

shed some lignt en this ioportant qLesticn. 

It &lAo is observed that the relative _significance of chemical agents, 

viruses jnd radiation in the incidence of human cancer is not known. 

Details of the mechanisms of cancer induction by chemical agents and viruses 

also are poorly understood. And the proposed chemical carcinogens in 

cigaret.te smoke and in polluted urban environments have not been de:nonstrated 

to be carcinogenic at the low concentrations involved. For all of these 

reasons it is deemed likely that radiation, and alpha ~adiation in particular, 
,. 

may be the principal agent of human cancer. In view of such a possibility, 
. ' 

it is very disturbing to note that the U.S. National Cancer Institute, now 

spending about one-half billion dollars per year on cancer research, has 

completely~negle~ted the field of radiation induced cancer re~e~rch. 

. (39-45) 
Published evidence indicates that atherosclerosis is a tumor 

of the artery wall and that the alpha acti,91.ty at the calcified plaque 

site is likely to be the mutagenic agent. If so the major causes of death 

in the general population - coronary disease, other cancers, and strokes -

may in large part be attributable to internal alpha emitters from natural 

and pollutant sources. If so, fallout plutonium and a·lpha emitting . 
II 

contammants mus·t !ilready be contributing to increased health risks and life 

shortening to the general public. Cigarette smoking causes increased risks 

of early coronaries, lung cancer, cancers at other sites, and other health . 
effects(46), with about 15 years reduction in life expectancy for those who 

,regularly smoke 2 packs of cigarettes pe1 day or more (attributable to 

lung burdens of only about five picocuries of 210Po in excess of that of 

nonsmokers). Fallout levels from past atmospheric nuclear tests hnve given 

rise to plutonium organ burdens of -0.5 pCi/kg of lung tissue and -o.7 pCi/kg 

of liver tissue in the general public(S6). Although these levels are only 
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about 10 percent of the 210 Po organ burdens of heavy smokers, the effects 

may be co~respondingly greater because the total population is exposed, and 

the inhalation exposures begir. at birth. 

If the health risks attributable to fallout plutonium exceed 10 percen_t 

of the risKs of heavy smoking, then inhal~tion exposure at ~2Q times 

fallout (the surface soil concentration of plutonium which corresponds 

to the interim soil standard adopted by the ColQrado Board of Health in 

1973) would give rise to organ burdens more than twice that of heavy smokers. 

Exposing children to such levels would be tantamount to their smoking four 

packs of cigarettes per day, beginning at birth". This estimate assumes, as 

I believe to be the case, that the inhaled, insoluble ~adioactive smoke 

particles give rise to the serious health effects of smoking. 

For the es~i1nation of oq~au burd~ns which may result from the iu.halation 

of soil contaminants, it is common practice to attempt to determine the 

average surface soil concentrations, the applicable resuspension factors, 

inhalation exposure patterns, particle size distributions, lung retention, 

clearance and translocation patterns and rates, etc. The large cumulative 

errors anc uncerta.i.nties in the prediction of t~e ultimate organ burden~ 

from long-term,exposure to contaminated surface soils and urban dusts by 

euch a long sequence of complex proces£es serve to make this procedure an 

almost useless exercice. There is a mo~e direct approach which sould give 

more reliable estima:es. Lewis et alC57> show that the adult lung burden of 

nitric acid-insoluble particles increases almost linearly with age, with 

about 1.5 grams per kilogram of lung tissue at age 60. It seems reasonable 
' 

to assume that individaals chronically exposed to soil dust and urban dusts 

will acquire just such burdens of the insoluble constituents in the respirable 

aize fraction of dust particles (i.e., particles less than ~s ~m diameter). 

It should be noted that Puo
2 

particles are highly insoluble and friable. 
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Experiments in the Rocky Flats area also have shown that ab~ut one-third 

of the airborne plutcnium which has bee~ resuspended from soil surf aces 

by wind action falls within the respirable particle size r~nge. However 

only a very small fraction of the bulk surface soil is made up of insoluble 

particles of respirable size. For this reason, surface soils with one 

picocurie of plutonium per gram (the Colorado interim ~oil standard) 

should contain an estimated 10 to 100 pCi of plutonium per gram of insoluble 

soil particles of respirable size. Such a soil level should lead to 

plutonium lung burdens of 5 to 50 picocuries by age 20; or 15 to 150 pico-

curies by aga 60, with correspondingly h.lgher concentrations in t:he lymph 

nodes, liver, and bone. Thus the Colorado interim soil standard is hardly 

'a safe or acceptable standard unle~s it can be shown that such levels of 

plutonium have no serious long term health effects. 

There are, of course, a number of considerations which make it inap-

propriatetoequate the effects of a given burden of low specific activity 

alpha emitting cigare.tte smoke particles with the same amount of alpha 

activity in hot particles. The Los Alamos experiments(l2 ,lJ) make it 

evident that 11'.ost of t:he alpha dose from "hot" particles of Puo
2 

is 

wasted in the excessive irradiation ~f cells within the alpha range of .. 
~ 

the hot particle surface. 'Ihus the high tumor risk for the hot 231Pu0 
2 

.particles{ll) can be variously attributed to (a) the mobility of the 

smaller particles (b) the recoil ablation and/o= dissolution rates which 

increase with specific activity and ~'"ith surface Grea of hot particles 

and (c) the irradiation of larger numbers of cells with scattered protons 

(an effect that may be significant for very hot par~icles). • 
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For these reasons, the ir.soluble al~ha emitting smoke particle, 

uranium oxide, tl.::-rium oxide and other alpha emitting particles of 

moderate to low s~ecific acti~ity m:J.Y be expected to give rise to a higher 

tumor risk per alpha disintegration or for a given cumulative dose. 

Similarly plutonium-239 in mixed fallout particles may be expected to 

produce more tumors per d~siutegration 'nan is the case for pure 238Puo2 

and 299puo
2

• However although larger burdens o~ hot particles will be 

required for a given tumor risk, such risks can be expected to increase with 
. 

both.alpha specific activity and with particle surface area, and the effects 

should occur earlier for a given burden of smaller particles of higher 

specific activity. 

'!he above considerations make it obvious that the present pr~ctice of 

.aver"efoe the ::i.Ipha dose over the whole lung or some arbitrary fract:!.on 

th f (lo-13> . hi hl i bl d 1 i , di d ereo is a g y quest ona e an gross y m s.ea ng proce ure 

.at best. 

It also should be noted that americium-241 is present in association 

with plutonium contamination in the Rocky Flats area and in nuclear test 

areas. In addition, curium isotopes as well as americium-241 will be 

prtsent in hig~ concentration in the nuclear fuel mixture from fission and 

breeder reactors which use plutonium fnel. The chemical behavior of 

americiUlll and curium in the environment will give rise to their substantial 

uptake in the biosph2re and the food chain. Thus the ingestion of americium 

and curitmi, their uptake from the gastrointestinal tract, and their 

accumulation in the liver and skeletal tissue of mammals and man will give 
-, 

rise to additionc:.1 serious health risks. These contaminants will be relatively 

more serious than plutonium inhalation in some environments, particularly 

in vegetr.ted areas of moderate to high rainfall, where soil resuspension 

processes are not eff~ctive. 
5 
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6. Recommendations: It is urged that the U.S. Environmental Prctection 

Agency consider and act upon each cf the following =eco:!:!Ilendations which 

a~e called for (a) in otder to provide an improved basis for the assessment 

of health risks and standards for plutonium ·and other actinides and (b) 

to provide a higher degree of protectior.. from the effects of internal a'lpha 

emitters for occupational groups and the. general public by adoptfo.g !"'..Ore 

conservative interim standards for plutonium exposure. 

(1) Initiate a comprehensive interagency research progr~m to assess 

the health risks of inhaled alpha emitting particles, with special attention 

tto both "hnt" p11rtfc:l~s and insoluble particle~ cf le~ :lCtivity per p~rticle 

(Some pertinent studies have been proposed to the EPA(SS) .) 

(2) Conduct a comprehensive epidemiological health study of all past 

and present plutonium workers, and of all other groups which have been 

exposed to the inhalation of plutonium at levels significantly above fallout 

plutonium. 

(3) Call upon the National Cancer Institute and the National Heart 

and Lung Institute to apply an appropriate fraction of their resources to 

assess the role of inhaled alpha emitting particles on the incidence of 

human cancer and heart disease. 
t 

(4) Adopt more conservative occupational standards for plutonium. 

A reduction of present air concentrat1on and lung burden standards by a 

factor between 100 and 1000 appears to be in order. Better protection 

ahould be provided for younger em.ployP.es and groups exposed to possible· 

:l.Dhalation of finely divided and higher specific activity plutonium. 
-, 

(5) Maintain public exposure levels of plutonium. and other alpha 

emitters to the practical minimum. In my view this would limit public 

exposure to airborne dusts not ~ceeding 0.5 picocur±es of alpha activity 

(about one alpha disint~gration per cinute) per gram of nitric acid insoluble 
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particulates of respirable size. This level would result in the accumula

("6) 
tion of adult org3n burcens about equal to thac from fallout plutonium J • 

On this basis the Color~do interim standard.may be at le~~t 10 times too 
~ 

high. 

(6) C~ll for a full disclosure of al~ past plutonium spills and accidental 

releases and conduct appropriate survej~ and cleanup operations. 

(7) Develop standards for americium and cu~ium, with particular attention 

to their distribution in the food chain and their uptake from the gastro-

intestinal tract. 

(8) Give immediate attention to current plans of the U.S. Department 

of Defense and the U.S. Atomic Energy Connnission to resettle Enewetak 

Atoll. The high levels of plutonium and americium on these islancs and 

·on this small native population group • 

• 

_..,,..._ .. _ .. _..,_ -.w 

-, 
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PREFACE 

Four cor.Jl1ents are attached. ·. 

Comment fl, 

vcomrnent !!2'. 

Comment f:3, 

Comment €4, 

ACCIDENTS 

ESTU:.;noN OF Tl-IE HEALTH EFFECTS OF 
PLUTOiHUM AND OTHER ALPHA-EMITTING 
TRANSURANICS 

DIVERSION AND SAFEGUARDS OF 
FISSIONABLE MATERIALS 

GENERAL AND IN SUMMARY 

With the possible exception o-f #2, these comments are generic 

in nature. For a draft statement of this physical extent, detailed 
- . 

Coliillllent ···ould b~ n.:::.arly p-... i...;i...;~ ... ..i "'" """''""""", i;mit::it-;nnc: n_-F_ t.i.m.11~_. 11 ,, C - lVt,IUllfw""'._..t.1.) t''-'-'""'••"41 .... ,. _ ... •ilrW••-

.and resources. This dilemma is not encountered here since generic 

comment seems indicated. Treatment of acne can be sensibly deferred 
• 

when the patient shows sys~emic failure. 

t 
·~ 
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Coa:ment ~2, ESTIH:nro;: OF THE HEAL TH E~FECTS OF PLUTON!Ui·l Arm OTHER 
ALPl!r'\-GII TTI: :G TRf·~l5U;7.f~: iI CS 

The estimate of lung cancer incidc!lce associated \'tith the inhalation . 
of plutoniu~ (or oth2r tra~s~ranics) in particulate form is a critical 

factor, along with source terms and resuspension, in defining the proba~le 

impact of the LMFBR's plutoniura based fuel.:.cycle. -.. is subject is discussed 
' 

in Section 4.G.5 "Particle Lung Dose Effects" of WASH-1535. I quote the 

first sentence frcm that section: 

•the estimates of lung can:er incidence associated with 
the inhalation of tra~suranics used in this report are 
based uoon a cilculation of the averaqe radiation dose 
deliver~d to the lung and application-of tumor incidence 
estimates for the unifor~lu irradiated lung as estimated 
in-the BEIR report. 11 1 • · . 

Tlds cited basis, and hei1ce the deiived estir::ates, are indefensible. 

Section 4.G.5 acknowledges "that 1 insoluble' particles of 

ra~ioisotopes, when deposited in tissue~ provide focal spots of high 

radiation dose rates ~lose the the particle," so there is no presumption 

that the exposure by particulates of plutonium is uniform. The deep 

respiratory tissue of the lung is made up of 10~ alveoli. Each aveolus 

is. a complexly organized unit of tissue. If an insoluble alpha-~mitt~hg 

particulate is· aep£1sited in this tissue some 10 to 100 alveoli \•/ill be 

exposed. A crude anea~ure of the non~nifor.:.ity of this exposure is that 

at most about one-millionth of the lung's alveoli are affected by a single 

particulate. 

The significa::ce of the preceding is that in the actual hmg 

exposure by u.n alpha-e::1itting particulate!' the energy of the-, ionizing 

radiation is clepositcc! in a very lir:tited volui;1~ of tissl.!c, and hence that 

th~ actu~l rcidiution dos~ ttl hmg tissue scaled roughly a million tim~s 
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larger than thr dose associated with an averaging of the equivalent 

radi-ation energy over the entire lung. 

A multipliciltive diffcrei~ce of a million in a significant 

physical qu~ntity generally suggests a qcalitative di!ference. Suppose, 

for example, that the problem were to estimate the effects of small 

projectiles on human organisms. Suppose that the projectiles weigh 1/2 

ounce and have a velocity of 1000 ft/sec. Note that the effect of the 

. 

projectile depends on the energy, and note that a 6 ton.vehicle moving at 
. 

1 mile per hour has similar energy. There is experience with humans stopping 
• 

slow moving vehicles by exerting strenuous counterforces. Using this 

experience the effect of the projectiles on humans is inferred to be 

oxidation of-the bio1c;ical fuel n~cessary to do the \'/Ork of stopping the 

vehicle. But this reasoning is manifest nonsense. Even though the energies 

invplved are similar, a fast moving rifle bullet is quite different from 

a truck weighing a miflicn tiraes more and moving at a one-thousandth the 

velocity. The former dissipates its energy in the local disruption of 

tissue, the latter leads to the ordered and non injurious oxidation of 

biological fuel. The end results become very different as the physical 
t 

characteristics· of .!:he situation change, and a ne\'/ biological phenomenon 

intercedes. Obviously the way to estimate the effects of rifle bullets is 

either from past experience that is explicitly applicable, or alternat·iveiy, 

· to calculate the effects considering the physical characteristics of the 

rifle bullet and knowledge of the biological and physical characteristics 
·' I 

of the human organism. 

This rrnnsense example has much the same lo~ical structure as the 

111ethod of estimcting hot p~rticles effects set forth in s~ction t;.G.5 of 
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~:ASH-1535. There, by introducing a fictitiously large Ti\ass of exposed 

tissue:, the cJlculated dose b2ccmes cc::-:mensurately Sfi1c.ll. In passing ftO;Tt 

the real situation in t~hich a hot particle ir.radiates 10 to 100 alveoli, 

to the fictional situation in which the ionizing radiation from the hot 

particle is averaged ever 108 alveoli, th~ dose scale has decreased by 

roughly a factor of a raillion. 
' 

Living tissue shows extensive intra-cellular and inter-cellular 

organization. Several regimes of biological response would be expected 
. 

as physjcal characteristics of exposure are varied. Carcinogenic response 

to \'ihole organ exposure by non 11cute doses of radiation will fall in one 

of these regimes, and this \·Jill be a regime in which there is human 

experience. From the physical characteristics of plutoni~m aerosols, from 

the lung deposition experience with aerosols. and from the lung clearance 

· experience \'lith plutonium particulates, it can be inferred that at least 

one class of particle.s exist \·:hich subject lung tissue to an exposure 

associated with a different carcinogenic response regime. This is because 

other biological phenomenon has intervened. 

For hot particle exposure that phenomenon is mitotic death of 

cells, i.e., loss:of the cell's ability to divide. There is an extensive . ~ 

• 
literature on the subject. Radiologically induced mitotic death is, in 

fact, the basi·s for treating malignant tissue with ionizing radiation, and 

is the cause of most acute symptoms consequent to rQdiation exposure. 

Even though the intercession of extensive mitotic deat~ of cells must 

inevitably place certain particulate exposures in a different ~esponse 

~egime from whole lung, non acute exposures, a ccm?elling argument might 

be made that the carcino~enic response in th~ for~~r cas2 is necessarily 

I 
le 
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less than the carcino;2nic response in the latter. This argument would 

~ppcar to have merit sin:e mitotic death of cells, of w2ll as reducing the 

c;cr.eral viability of the tissue, would also ·reduce the nu:nbei· of irradiated 

cells with carcinogenic potential. Usu~lly implicit in this argument is a 

conceptualization of all radiation carcinogenesis as a single-cell, direct-

; njury process. 

To confirm this argument, there is a r:espectable litera·~ure in 

which carcinogenesis is described as occurring after doses of radiation 
. 

that ~re sufficiently local as to not be organism lethal, and that are 

sufficiently high for the fraction of mitotically competent cells to be 

greatly reduced, i.e. 9 to 1% or less. Unfortunately, ·in at least some of 

these experi!Tlents, carcinogenesis is inversely related to the fraction of 

mitotically_ccm~~te:-?t cells, i.e., cancer induction in the regime where 

mitotic competence is greater than 1% is small compared \·Jith the cancer 
. 

induction in the regi.me where mitotic CO:!l!)etence is much less than 1%. 

There are several points to be made here. Loss of mitotic 

competence and carcinogenesis are two indices of r~diation effect in tissue. 

They cannot be independent, and their relationship can tell us something 

about some radi~ti~n carcinogenesis. . .. 
Mitotic competence is not generally related in a linear t1ay to 

carcinogenic response. Moreover, it is a major anomaly that an increased 

carcinogenic response is observed in dose regimes associated \'lith greatly 

reduced mitotic competence~ lt is difficult to reconcile this result with· 

any single-cell, direct-effect origin for radiation induced cancer. 

Mitotic competence of a cell popul<1tion decreases cxponenti<i.lly 

--- \·:ith iucrcasing alplt!-radiution dose ~nd is u fairly gcnertil index of 

radiation effect in tissue. If r~diation carcinogene~.is un-ivcrs~lly 
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les~ than the carcino;enic r~sponse in the latter. This argument would 

appear to h2:ve merit since mitotic death of cells, of \ .. 211 as reducing the 

:;.:~era1 viability of the tissue, wJuld also ·reduce the nu:-:iber of irradiated 

cells with carcinogenic potential. Usually implicit in this argument is a 

conceptuali:ation of a11 radiation carcinogenesis as a single-cell, direc~-

injury process. 

To confirm this argument, there is a ~espectable literature in 

which carcinogenesis is described as occurring after doses of radiation 
. 

that are .sufficiently local as to not be organism lethal, and that are 

sufficientiy high for the fraction of mitotically competent cells to be 

greatly reduced, i.e., to 1% or less. Unfortunately, in at least some of 

t~ese ~xperi~2nts, carcinog2nesis is inversely related to the fraction of 

mitotically :Q:::~:"!:e:it cells, i.e., cancer induction in the regime where 

. mitotic competence is greater than 1% is small compared uith the cancer 

induction in the regime where mitotic competence is much less than 1%. 

There are several points to be made here. Loss of mitotic 

competence and carcinngenesis are two indices of radiation effect in tissue. 

They cannot be indeµendent, and their relationship can tell us something 

about some radi~ti~n carcinogenesis. . . ... 

Mitotic competence is not generally related in a linear Hay to 
. . 

carcinogenic response. Moreover, it is a major anomaly that an increased 

carcinogenic response is observed in dose regimes associated with great-ly 

reduced mitotic competence~ It is difficult to reconcile this result with· 
' any single-cell, direct-effect origin for radiation induced cancer. 

Mitotic com~etcncc of a cell popul~tion decreases exponentially 

with increasing a1ph1-radiation dose ~nd is·a fairly general incl~x of 

radiution effect in tissue. If r~diation carc:iuogen~sis univers::illy 
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d~cr~as~ \·:i t:-1 mitotic co::ipetence, th8n estimates of cu.rci r.o;;cnes is based 

on a fictitious avcrtt9ir:g of a local inhomogeneous dose over a mu..:!1 larger 

volume \·mu1d be r,cccssarily ccnservntive. S1ncc- ru.diation cnrcii:c.::_;ensis 

can, and in. fact, does increase to ano:::alously larg2 values \·1hile the mitotic 
. 

~o~petence becom2s vanishlingly small, the. fictitious averaging of dose 

over larger volumes is not necessarily~dnservativc. Instead it would 

appear that an intense local dose of ionizing radiation can be a more 

efficient carcinogeu than a diffuse tissue exposure \·rith the same type of 

io9izing radiation and the same total energy. The above then implies that 

averaging of dose over larger volumes may be far from conservative. 

lt is obvious that as a local exposure becomes more intense, a 

~tage must finally be reached wher2 the carcinogenic efficiency of the 

exposure {on a per unit energy basis) is reduced. This is not pertinent 

t~ previous ui·gtir.ients. It \'/Ould, ho;·1ever, be important to knm'I the 

characteristics of the most carcinogenicly efficient exposures. 

The following excerpt taken from the BE1R report (p. 95) surrR.arizes 

the state of knowledge concerning the causation of cancer (emphasis added): 

.. 

''Althouqh the mEchanis:.:s of c<:.rcir.oaer.2sis, or cf 
radiction carcinogenesis in oartic~l~r, are not fully 
Enown, ~vailable information implies that most, if not 
i1-r;-types of cancer d8velop as a result of the combined 
effects of multiple factors. These causative factors 
flay include: prezygotic (inherited) mutations of 
chromosomal aberrations, \·thich can spread during develop
ment to many kinds of cc11s; somatic cell mutations or 
chromosomal aberrations, \·thich can be acquired at any 
time after conception; changes resulting from the action 
of viruses; and changes ·in systemic grm;th factors (e.g., 
depressed iri'.!7.t:ne cor:~p2tcncc, horli!nnal irr:balance) and 
in lccal tissr_:c rrciul<:!tion {disor(lJ.nizC\tion, d2r;:~qc), 
sudlas .. r.1,n;-re:;u 1 t fi-c:n cfisease~-oti1C:l~--fil;in ca!iC-er-or 
from i!dv~u1':ing age (1). 

•Althcugh point rL!Ut=J.tio!1s, chrc;;1os~r1;ttl iihb::!rutions, 
2nd oth~r ck:n':'!eS at the ccllul:r an~ n:oleculZlr level 
11ay require oa1y sn~:ill dos.e:i, tissue ci:.n_i:_~;.-'?.11int"ion t:.nd 
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9ross disturbances in physio1o'J_y are unlikel~ithout 
] 

. ,.,,,--a rricr c.os2·, r,'-J. _ __, ____ _ 
"Of the manL._!y..E.._es of changes v1hi ch racli a ti on _s:an 

cause in c~lls ~r tissues, none is considered to be 
Eniquc for ri:dNt~cn. t·::rny, if 11ot a11, such changes 
can presumab 1y resu 1 t frc:'.1 a variety of other agents,,. . 

This summary vie\·/ on carcinogene:;is is c<'mpatib1e with the ideas leading 

to the conclusion reached earlier, that ~ictitious dose averaging to 

larger tissue masses need not be conservative. The possibility of various 

modes of_carcinogenesis is acknowledged, and in particular, mention is 

made of a path~1ay mediated by tissue disruption. 

Disease profiles are highly species specific. Cancer is no 

exception. Gross cha1acteristics are obviously highly species s~ecific 

also. A ra~ and a mouse are distinct and yet incredibly similar. The 

gross tissue differences are articulated out through subtly differe~t 

·informational resonances amongst cell populations, - the co11ective behavior 

being phased ultimat~ly, though perhaps remotely, by the genetic controls 

of the cells. Not to belabor this point unnecessarily, - cancer profi1 es 

are species specific; gross characteristics and, of course, genetic material 

are also species specific. Collective detunin3 of tissue, by tissue 
I 

disruption seen~ as acceptable an origin for the tissue instabilities of 
~ 

cancer as does an isolated single cell event. 

Return· now to the problem of risk estimates associated \·lith 

radioactive particulates in human lUngs. Most of whr\t has been said earlier 

in this co~nent has been general, and has been aimed at showing that there 

was no inherent conservatism in the r.i~thod of estimu.ting canczr risks set 

forth in th~ first S{!ntcncc of 4.G.5, and th~1t Moreover the r:1ethod ccu1d 

b2 far fro:n conservative. The conclusion could as \'Wl1 he applied to 

l~flphatic tissue or to bronchi~l tissue. 
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Having this background notice that human lung tissue has a well 

known carcinogenic po;:er;tial Ul~der a mi;nber of situations, includir.g 

exposure to ionizing radiatiJns; and that iri the Hanford dog study induction 

of lung cancer \·Jas observed after exposure to plutonium aer-osols. These 

are a sufficient basis to establish plutonium induced lung cancer as a 

legitimate concern for humans. 

The following is a review of the offiGial guidance for estimating 

the carcinogenic effects from exposure to radioactive particulates . 
. 

). n(210) The NCRP has arbitrarily used 103 of the 
volume of t..~e organ as the significant volume for 
irradiation of the gonads. There are some cases in 
which choic2 of a significant volume or area is 
virtually r.~aningless. For ex2~ple, if a single 
particle of radioactive material fixed in eitt1~r lt!.!l9_ 
o~ lymph nci ,·> r;;i_ '! he -~2 re inoc en i_s..J:_i.!_2 averac1 i no of_ 
dose ~; L!12r o•.ie: the 1 ~!r:n,, 0: one i:1_1hi c o:eriti~•,?t<:-r 
may have little to do \·1ith th:::::::::. Use of signffic.:~nt 
volumes or ~reas must be looked on as one of the round 
off devices which in special cases must give way to 
deta i 1 ed s t"~dy. 11 

t 
-~ 

NCRP Report #39 
Basic Radiation Protection Criteria 
January 15, 1971. 
(emphasis add~d) 

11 
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. 4\ . 
4., !,,',I 

' ICRP Publication 14 
.Radiation Sensitivity and 
Sputinl Dis~ribution of Dose 
(Puhl ict!t.ion M lpp~~rs .'!s il 

reriort of tM> Task Grours, 
and not as the !>ff i ci a 1 
recor.:r:1£'r.dations of th~ IG~P.} 
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(2~) Wi:hin the r~:n.;..:: of th::: !\faximurn 
Pcrmi;;;i!Jlo: Do3-::3 (~cc p:.r.l:;r:i.ph 3 7) sp::c:irLccl. 
for oCClliJ'1.tion:tl c:·:_::io:;u:-~. ·.·;hen it is a5St!rr.cd, 
t!?;-;t tht:!"C j_; no thrc:>!;u!d ·:d th::t cfi~~~ t:; :'.~\.:' 

linearlr rch~ccl to doj•::, it _is ja:;tiliab!t! to con·\ 
sid~r the •~ ;;::r.1~~ c!o>c to the wlwk org-'1.n or 
tisrne;·,J:houzh it j3 rcco6ni;:~d th:lt \\·hca more\ 
inform.:t!on j;; ;tvaibh!e, ~t will b:: morel 

(?O) In the t:-t~r: of Tl''.l'.1-T._,.,,, ...... :v-r•~'"'"''t'" d;,.: ~"'>"L·,..,-:;.•c tom~ th:.: rn.:::i.n c!o;~ for cells of •~ny. 
'-111 " .l 1 ...... L. ..... 

1ri:,~1tio'.1. o~ <'.':.::.c,,;~.:.J (!r,·c i;~ :'.~·::: L;:1«. ~"'. l'i•.-en t\';')~, ~s is ~.lrr.a<!r done wh::11. the hroa-, 
,. {" I , • . ' I ..._, I} - cl } 1 • 

c:;tmnt•: n, uc~ : J ~:t· l· r:ttt•:;:\::n~ t:> ::::·: \:t:,v:. clti<ll ,!;;.!c:o;a. i:; in.:?.di;.1.tcd hr ;rng.1tcr pr()t;uc.s; 
•Jn!':. ck:<~rr!'!in~.:l 1:)':~.:.:'.·/ i,.,. t~v: i ::-·""'' ::~-:. ct. of rc.dr,~ ~~ncl tho:·o:1• The use of the 1m·~n clo:;c . 

i: C'.':ld tk: P~;:;:'J ;~!Nrrlwd cb,·: :::..,_,. '·-:- «·r.-:>.:h· h:\s nr··-~ir~l arh•ant,•<·\:".S in tha.t the si!•ni!i::ant i 
;..,. ,._.__ l-.. •• • -·-- r '~ . , .... -r·- •• ·,. : ... - • •1io,1·•· ' r '·"'"· .... '- .. t --~ ... t" l ~ ..., ·o·... . 
,. ~ .. v., .,ca V'.<l ·~:t! lbUI._ .. ,_ .. _,: .••. · r,_ ''··" volurne C?.!1 bc.ta,~en ~that 01 t lo.. Ot.,an or 

, i.. • ~ ... ..,·. ,~ .. ·: .. . ... .,;,., ... ,.•I' . . l . ~ I f;· • t' :s p~:n-U!"O''·--m rn·~•- .... ,_il ··"·'-·' '- ._,, . ...... -- · ti~suc under cortS!C •.:r.'1.t10.i. n ,\C•, n. •• 
a-i<:!~-t1C'O:'.. L! t!·~ i:":".r•:in'.•: t''.''• :- i: ,.,, r'.·.·--··. cipic h::o..s nccc~·•<'.rilj,- -'been U$t:d alrc<ttl}' in . 

• f·· r · t, -I.,,. . .-),-·I,_,. .:.! •• ,.; .... •· ,.... · • • . ' .. "I Jn } • · \r· I' Or'· CV?c. .. n_c ~ : .. > .. \ .. -" •• \I : .• t •.... ,, .: ... ll c~lcub.~::i~ n1ax!:-rnua p.:rr:1i.-:.1.i v .H.lH .r. • ; 
alno~b~d d-:,.?r;, t1!:: !':(,;r_,.,.ic.-.·~ !"!s~~ ;·-~ ..... ~:·:~:~r.-.-1 \·:i~:1 1-~cli.l"l~11 .... 1~ ... 1c~ ;n ti.j..;uc-3. I-To\•:t~\·crl ,.:1~h c~..:~· 
.... I -- , .. "'·•'.-'

1
"' "' r.:<1• ' " ' ' 1 

•I 

~ I .·.•.-~lCJ','•'·•·_,-." .. ·.·1'·.-_,,,_ ... r~1_:··.··,· .. ,·' - '·· · · 1· 1 (' 1 ,,.lt., .... . ·---~-.,--------·-·_._, ___ .. _. ~'l~·r·~ ..... ,.-,-·r· .. ·Hf"·· 0. c1 .. Y'~~...: tCl!' C"'·:;i.tn~).t:, . ~1-
~--.-:c- J.~_·'· _-r·~--~·'-~ . . • ---. ~--~-.-, :-6'_, , .. -·· •• .• 1 -__ ... :o: t'.·.·.·-".1 '.· .... •.· •.·i· .. '.· •.,_ ... :·.·~: ... --.... · ,•,_-r_.·.-.. ,-_ J·.·1·1, ·- ,:~_-,,,_ .. _: 1 l I ' · l t: I!:="_ • 0 Jl"'f"l''"fOI., ..... J''lj'1\)'"1 ... :~t\." ... ~ r:1~1~(:~·1: 1• 0. i~jL•tl o .I\•\.• .1 

li.~i,-;,,~·:ic>~! ,,t' :i•:!r. --~:" .1: i:' t'.:r !:.::•-. \\ k'.:! ~~t~7c~,:~~·~;~--,~T:ci2~~·p: i;~:~_'.., 
i,72.Ji~~tion rc)ulu -ii·orn th;:.jni;;•t;~~10;i. of t~toron 11ii~ j~ ;~ matter upo:t which fur<l:;:r wo;·:... li 
a- ~don ~ud c!~·-t~;ht:.:r p:·c:rluct". th~ rdc\·:-.nt n.:r.:d.;:d. Abo, fo:· c:·~t!:m<'.l c:.;1)1).>t!rC of the ~km, 
Dose F.qui\·?.!cnt is that in tl!c L:-va~h~;?.l : esm:cia~!" when the cli;~nce. to the source is 

• t.,• ' • l • • ! l l I I } l • • muco5:!. \~·:_1c;: Li ~.tt: ltsm~ co;~?c.cr;::c to ~1.:: . vcr)' s~J'): t or \':lu:;: the exp~·~::~ ;lrca 1~ ,·er) 
mo:;t h:::;tv1lr 1rrad1at::cl. Here t;~.:: t~,-. of t11c : small, i: v:-ould not h:; approprutc to ~-..·cr.'.:.~e 
\rllole Ieng v.-ou!d be an in;id1;qu~tc :>:.<~;;,titutc : the clo;-: over the cn~irt.: sk iu. I mtcci.d, it is 
& that of th:! irradizkd tisme. . I rccomu-:c~dcd that the clo~c b:: a\·c::a~ccl ovcr 

t .. ... 

an an:;\ of n !lqt:i:'.rc Ct~ntimetrc in the rcgioa 
· ·1·ccci\"i~g the hi~~hc~t dose; howc·.-::::r, '''.ith ,·err 

·narrow beams of extrerr.cly h;::_:h it1tc:n51tr, such 
as tho:;c med for X-:-.::.y anal}·:;is., the value of 
such an ll.\"Cl7-~·;c do;e may be mi~!c;1din~, and 
protection mc:-i:;u:-c5 h::-.sc to be l>a!:c.d on 
qualit;tch·•; comiclcratioru. 

ICRP Publication 9 
Recommendations of the 
International Committee 

' 

• 
on Radiological Protection 
(adopted September 17, 1965) . 
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lhe reconmendations of the rlational Council on Radiation Prot::!ction 

ar.d Measurement set forth in ! , c;nd the rccci::r.:e:idations of the Internatiur.::1 

Commission on Radiological Protection set forth in III, are explicit in 

offering no guidance • 
. 
II is a discussion of the hot particle p~oblem taken from lh~ 

report cf an ICRP Task Group. It is npt intended to give dispositive 

officia~ guidance. The discussion is useful co~mentary, but inconclu~ive. 

The very conditional state~ent made in the first and secor.d sentence of II 

(41) is not generally convincing . 
. 

· With regard to th1:: µreviousiy cited method of risk estimation 

describ~d in the first sentence of 4.G.5, that section continues with the 

following supportive references: 

=1nis approach has been used by the Environmental 
Protection Agency in recent reports on the potential 
health consequences of the nuclear fuel cy~le.2-5 
ihe approach 12ads to estimates COiliparable to those 
of Gavanka~6 following Tho~pson et al7 based on 
linear non-threshold extrc.oolation of obse1~vations 
on beagle dogs administci"'ed 239puo2 aerosols. 11 

As to the first, consensus in error may provide amiable agreement amongst 

federal agencies, but seems hardly a desirable basis for decisions involving 

the public heal':h and safety. The observations on beagle dogs are discussed 
\ .. 

further on 4.G-117 and deserves separate consideration. 

It requires pathological optimism to find reassurance in the 

- results of the now completed Hanford beagle experiment. Dogs were given 

initial aerosol burdens of approximately 1-10 microcuries of Pu239o
2

• By 

nine years post-exposure the lung cancer response was virtually saturated 

and multicentric origins \·!ere noted in some dog~. Those receiving lurg~r 
'fll;.. 

lung burdens greater than l 0 mi crocuri es died of pulraor~ary i nsuffici r.n:y 

\·1ithi11 '!·-1/2 y('ars. h1enty-orie dogs su1·vivcd for more than ll-1/2 ye~r:;, 
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and only one of these did not exhibit lung cancer at death. A relationship 

obscrvd bch:~en ir.itic:.1 lung burc'.'2n ~ncl tin;e to c.!c:2th \·lith cancer LJs 

been often used to irr:fer a threshold burden .belm·r which no life shortening 

of dogs \·:ould be t:xpe:::ted. This is sho~·m in Figure 4.G.10 on 4-G 118. 

Note that the fibrotic deaths there have no bearing on cancer incidence 

.... d inclt:si:-n cf !:f..:s~ poin~s in thE: cons::ructing ~xtro.pa1~ted curves is a 
' . 

senseless exercise. i~ote also that the results are exhibited on a log-log 

graph which virtually obscures all differential detail. Most important, 

recognize the nature of the experiment, i.e.s the lung burdens were large, 

the results were saturated, and the number of animals was small. The 

crude rPlationship observed between initial lung burden and time to death 

with lung cancer does not necessarily imply that a threshold burden exists 
. 

for beagles. Quite to the contrary~ the ranqe of exposures above the 

·inferred threshold b~rden may be interpreted as a region of_ saturated 

carcinogenic response. that is a burden regime in which lung cancer induction 

in a beagle populatic:i approaches 1003 during a normal life span. The po·int 

is that the observed 'time to death is mo.re 1 i kely related to the burde.n, 

through a population depletion effect, rather- than through a burden 

dependent latent period. In the former interpretation appreci~b1e cancer 
' . ~ . 

would be anticipated ~t lower burdens. This is again consistent with 

extensive observations of radioisotope-induced bone tumors in mice, \'lhich 

·support the interpretation that "latent period is constant and that the 

apparent relationship between increasing dose and decreasing time to 
death \·Tith tumor is dee to the effects of dose-level on survival and on -, 

t ~ " um or ex peel.rt r.cy. (See Toxicity of Ra-226 in r:ice, 11 M. Finkel et a1, in 

Radiation-Induced Car~cr, IAEA, Vienna, 1969.} 

The C:omain nf this comment is broadened here in order to sur1-:nurizc 
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a specific concern \·1ith plutonium, and, to a lesser extent, other transuranics. 

Un!°!~?" a number of circumstancr::s plutonium forms ae;osols. Th2 physical 

character of these aerosols is such that on inhalation by humans they are 

~:cfcrent"ially c!epo5itcd in respiratory tissue. Because of slm·; clearance 

and beca~se of their insoluble character, particles may experience long 

residence times in tissue. An appreciable. mass fraction of the aerosol is 
' 

usually associated with particles sufficiently large that small but 

physiologically significant volumes of tissue wi-11 be exposed to intense 

(i.e., organism lethal or greater) radiation doses within a meanjngful 

physiological time. Studies of the effects of intense local radiation to 

skin and kidney tissue indicate that despite the near mitotic sterilization 

of the involved tissue, an enhanced carcinogenic response may occur, in the 

~~nse that energy cis~ip::ted in a 1imited volume rr.ay be far m~r~ carcinogenic 

than if the same type of radiation were to·dissipate its energy ove?"' a . 

much larger tissue mass. The question is then: do particulates of plutonium 

'\;ad to exposures t~a t have enhu.nced card nogeni c potenti a 1? If they do, 

then present standards can be in error by orders of magnitude. 

·Notice that the emphasis here is on the anomalous hazard 
. 

associated with a singl~ particle; .and that if any threshold is relevar.t, 

it is not a dosJ thr~shold since local exposures are large, but rather a 

possible volumetric threshold that must be exceeded by the physical extent 

of the exposure. Plutonium, as an insoluble aerosol-forming, long-lived 

alpha-emitter, constitutes a very special case of the low exposure problciil. 

In conclusion, it is indefensible to base estimates of cancer 
-, 

risk on the m~thod of dose.averaging over fictitiously large volum~s. 

Similarly, csti~atcs b~sed on non conservative intcrprctaticns of the 

Hanford bc:!gl e r~sul ts arc highly suspect. 
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PLUTONIUl:I i\t!D PlJELIC HEALTH 

Don3.lcl P. Gecsan-1an 

A_!!thor's 1'~ote--Ju::e 1972 

On May 11, 1969 a major.fire occurred at the large Rocky Flats 

plutonfum facility loc~ted north~vest of Denver, Colora\lo,. and_ ~perated Jor 

the AEC by the Dow Chemical Company. For description of this _fire see 

AEC press releases M-1°21 .. 1-'Iay 20, 1969, and 1\1-257, Novcm~er 18, 1959. 

C~msequent to this fire E.A. lVIartell and S. E. Poet conducted a 

pilot study on the plutoniu:m contamination of surface soils in the ?ocky 

Flats e_nvirons. Th~ir results suggesi:ed an off site contamination that was 

orders of _mci.gnitude larger than that which would have be_en expected from 

. 
the i.1.:.::.i.sured plutor.iur.i releases in the ::-.ir E'.~fluent of th~ facility. 

In a letter of January 13, 1970 to Glenn Seaborg, then chairman 
. .• 

o! the AEC, and in a press rel~ase of.February 24, 1970 by the Colorado 

·Committee on Environmental Information. Martell ct al. called attention 
. t . . ....... . 

. . ~ . -
to this anomalous contar:nlnation and expressed concern eve:;:- its uncertain 

. 
Ol'l£tin and over its signi~icance to public health. In response the A EC fix;;.d 

the probable origin of the off site contamination as \\'ind d!.:>pers~{1 of pluto-

Ilium lc:iking from rusted barrels of contaminated cuttinz oil, and dt~nicd 
-; 

·that c.-.us~ c:dstcd for conceni ov~1· ha~ards to 1mb He henltli (~.;t·P J\ EC 
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o.nd inc.Hlcqua.tc representation of the possible h<\zards associated with the 

observed off site conf.amirk.l.tion. and that the immin.::n~ fo.rge-sc~1c commcr-

cfo.l ;.1;.tr'?duction of plutonittrrL ga vc this situation a prcccdc:ntial significance 

muc:1 greater th::i.n the already considerable signific2.nct:! of the situation 

itself. 

Medicine and myself were invited to present our views at the Univer~ity of 
. . . . 

. . 

Coler .:..do. "Plutonium and Public Health" derives from the preceding his-· 

tory and sheuld be so interpr~.ted. The presentation was to a lay audience 
. . ... 

· and \Vas made with that exp~ctation. Adequate referencing was added to 

the written text prior to its inclusion in Underground Uses of Nuclear Energy. 

Com!'C1ittee on Public \Vor!:s United States Senate, .A ugu.st 5, 1970. 

:As it stands the p~per still represents a legitimate critique, and 

. 
the rec:ent emphasis on plutonium as a major energy source inc:.eas es. the 

relevance ·of the discussion. An updating would involve only incremental 

changes~ and would generally supplement·ra.ther than· disturb the substantive . ........ . 

• • • 
arguments of t~e original' paper. Hence while such an upd.()ting is desirable, 

it is also of suffk~cnt n1arginal value that it can be properly d~ferred at 

my discretion. 

For those who are·intere.sted in reading.the traditional .l\EC po!-li-

the Opcr~tions or lh::! Hod'-Y Fbts Plulonium Procc:::;~ii'·.g Plnni.". from 

--...... _ 

' 
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('C1mmittee on J\tr~mic F.11erP-\', Part '1, l'.l[~rch Hl, lfJ70 . 
... ---·--·------

Time~:; have clwn[~e<l srnct' i'.'Tay l~JG9. 'l'hen plutonium ,:::-ts rcgard(~c.l 

Min rnt';.it.-:lr·y suhstance and was acconlingly gi\·cn·.Jittle pHhlic ::i.ttcntion. 

Now it is much publicized as the energy source of the not too distant future. 

J\;,r·i, -, ·.·o was a time of transition, and I felt the strong .rr~scnce of th~ 

' 
c~rlier tradition. and the decision to speak was not an easy one for me. 

I have :.:i.d no regrets._ _ .· D. P. G. 

Plutonium and Puhlic Ht:?alth 

_For the sake of completeness let me give.you some background on 

plutonium. lt is an eiemcnt that is virtuaiiy non-existent in the earth's 

natural crust. In the early 1940 1 s it \Vas first produced and isolated by 

Dr. Sc".1borg and collcnzuesi --Dr. Seaborg is presently Chairman of the 

Atomic Energy Commission. Plutonium has several isotopes, the mo~t 

important being plutonium-239, which, becnuse of its fissionable propertk~ ·-
and its case or production. is potentially the best of the three fission fuels. 

• • • 

That is why it is of interest. Asi.flc from its fissionable properties. plu-. 

tonium-239 is a radioactive isotope or relatively long half-life (24, 000 

ycnrs), hence its r~dionctivily ifi undiminished within human time scales. 

\Vht'n il decays. it emits a helium nucleus of sul;sluntial crn.~rgy. Bc·cause 
. ·, 

nf it~; phy~:iral charad<.·ri~:lic·~. a twlium rutt'lt•us i11l1:1·ac-t!'l :-:l1-0:1i~l.Y willi 

.. 
;·. 
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1/10 or tk1t. A cell vllrnsc: m.t-::L:us is intetT(:l-'~ ..... d Ly th::: p~1Lh of such a µ~r-

Lide suffer~ bufficien~ injury tl:.::.t its cc.!rxtc:ity for cell division is u;,ually 

]o!;t {TI"'1~!._-.ric1::".C•n, A. \V., 19G2 and 13locrr., \\T., 1058). 
"'1 

The cancer inducing pot':ntbl of p1uto:iium .is '"'211 known. One 

JUillionth of a gram i_njectcd intrac1crm3.lly in rclice has caused cancer 

(li~:c-::·, !T .. et :i.l., 1917); a similar amo11nt inject~cl into th2 blood system 

of do;;s h<:.s induced a substantial incidence of bone cancer (1\1ays, C. 'V., 

ct Rl. ~ rn47), becau.se of plutoniumis tendency to seek bone tissue. Fortu-
•. 

nntely_ the body_ maintains a relatively effective barrier against the entry 

'of plutonium into th.e blood system. Also .. becci.ui:\e of the short range of 

the emitted helium nuclei, the radiation from plutonium deposited on the 

surface o( human skin does n·ot usually reach any relevant tissue. Unfor-

tunatcly the lung is more ':'ulnerable. 

Defore,! d.escribe \yhy ~his is, I'd like to say something abot~t the 

chnrnctc.:-istics of. an aerosoT. An aerosol is physically like cigarette 

6moke. or fog, or cement dust. Because of their small size, the particles 

·-.comprising an aerosol remain suspended in air for long period::; of tin1e. 

JC an aerosol is inhaled,.;. then, depending on its physical characteristics, it : 

mo.y be deposited at different sites in the respiratory tree (Henlth Physics, 

l9GG). Larger ~.crosol sizes are usually removed by turbulence in tl~e nose, 

~i.T'ticles deposited in the bronchial tree are cleared upward in hours by the 

cllh\tcd.1nucus blanket that C<?"-ters the structu:.:e. This clecLrancc system 
-. 

u,._. h:u>\c Clxy~cn-t:,~r~>on dio;dJc c::ch'..1n;_;;.! of tr.I.! lun~ t:ikc~:; ph•.cc. Srna \!er --·--. 

g1 l . 
f ! 
!•. 
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p~rf.ick:s tend to be deposited here Ly grn.vitaticm::i.l Eeltling. and if th(!y arc 

insc1~ub1c they mny re.side in lhc alv001i for a co_nsiclcr31Jle lime. The µrob-

lcm is that. under a number of conditions {Anderson, B. V •• ct al.. 1967; 
·. 

Fr.u:cr. D.C •• Hl67; Ki!'clmer. R •. A., 18G6; _ Mztnn., .J. R •• ct al., 19G7; 

Stewart. K.,, 1963; '\Vilson, R.H. et al. 1 1967) plutonium tencl.s to form 

aeroso·.1..!:i of a size that are pre£e~-cI<tially deposited in d_ecp •• mg tissue. 
. ' . 

Plutonium dioxide. which is a principal offender, is insoluble and. n1ay be . . 

immobilized in the lung for hundreds of days before being cleared to the 

throat or to the lymph nodes around the lungs (Health Physics, 1966). - . 

An a_erosol is comprised of particles of many different sizes. and 

their radioactivi.ty may differ by factors of thousands or even more. I will 

. -
simr,.11ifv·H1P ;:iro-nment. and ~a-..· that there is a class of these particles. the "' .... -. . . 

largest ones deposited in the deep lung Ussue, lhat can be expected to have 

· a ~ifferent potential of .~ance.r inductfon th<::.n the particles of the smaller 

class. This is because they are sufficiently radioactive to disrupt cell 

populations in the volume of cell tissue -w_hich they expose {Geesaman. 

D. P •• 19G8a). An cx<::.mple might be a particle that emits 5000 helium 
t - . 

nu·clei per day. It wo·ulcl sbbj~ci between 1 and 20 alveoli to intense radi-

ation •. sufficient to inflict substantial cell death and tissue disruption. 

For reference, the alveoli are lhc basic struc.:tural units of the deep lung. 

·rhcy nrc ~hapcd and hunchc~ct roughly like hollcm~ g1·cqws 0. :i tnillimd<.•r 

:rnc.l 1ht·y nrc.· a high1y ~lruclt~n·d ti~;:;u~ with m:.:.ny cc:ll type!-:. Tlllcn~e; ex-



p:irticlc problem. 'fhe question is: doc::; such 'L µ:irticlc have an enhanced 

potcnti~l for cancer? No one knows. One Cctn argue that cancer cannot 

evolve from dead cells, hence a depleted cell popu1o.tion mu~t be lc.ss 
·. 

carcino~cnic. Thi~ i~ bclieve~ble, and must be: true on occasioa. The 

facts are~ though; that intense , local doses of radiation are· extremely 

eficc\i. <.: carcinogens, much rnc:-~ so th<:t1:. if the _energy we~ e averaged 

. over a larger tissue mass· (Geesaman, D.P., 1968b} Fur:therrriore, this 

can.take place at high doses of radiation '.vhere only one cell in ten thousand 

has retained its cap~city to divide. The cancer susceptibility of lung tis-

sue lo radiation has been demonstrated in many ·species; one can say in 

general that the lu~g is more cusceptible to inhomogeneous exposures from 

particlts and implants than it is to diffuse uniform radiation. Some very - . . 
.. 

carclul pk~n cxpe::i1!1ents or·or. Albert have indicated that tisstte disrup-

-
tion is a very likely pathway·of radioactive induction of cancer after intense 

exposure {Albert, R. E., et al. a 1967n. 1967b. 1957c, 1969}. The experi-

mcnts. show that the most severe tissue..!_njury is not necessary, nor even 

opt_ima.l, for the induction of cancer. \Vhen the~e notions arc applied to a 
. t - . . .. 

hot part_icle in the lung, tne po:;sibility of one cancer from 10. 000 clisrup-

tivc particles is 'rcali:stic .· This is disturbing because an appreciable 

. 
portion of the total radioacii\rity in a plutonium aerosol ~s usually in the 

larc:e particle component. 

l.c-t m~ dcrnon~•lrntc.• \Vh<~t I m~etn. Suµpose a m~n re<.·ch•cd a 

.. ': •:' I i 
' . 

•' f . · . .. ~ 
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• 
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of p~rticlcs dcpo3ited (that is. t.ho:;c emitting several thousat1cl hcliu•n nucld 

. c•~v) 'flii:~ is rcas0;.1ab1e. There.! wo;.tld be sowcti1ing like· a thou::;dn::i cf 
p~~ L "·J . 

these p:trticlcs and each would c:hroni~ally expose t to 20 al vC!oli to intc:::nsc 

nuliatioa. IC the risk of cancer is like 1 in lb, 000 for one disruptive par-

ticle. then the total risk in this situation is one H~ ten~ i.e .• one ma.n in ten 

would r1evelop lung C8:ncer. ' 

Put another way, about 1 cubic centimeter of t11e lung is receiving 

high doses of radiation. It would not be surprising if intense exposure of 

such n localized volume led to a. cancer one tiif\P. in ten. The question is: 

- . 
if the individual volumes are separated from each other, is S\,1bstantio.l 

protection afforded? No one knmvs. It is rL1uch easier to find two cancers 

using 50 exposures of 1 cubic centimeter each. ~!1:::.:~ :.t i:::l to find a couple . . . 

of cancers in 50, 000 single_ parHc~e exp.o.sures. Certainly the length scales 

of inj~-~:- ~- ::..re long enough that a disruptive carcinogenic pathvrn.y cannot be 

disregarded fo~ isolated hot particles (Geesaman. D ~ P .• 196 8b). 

One can loo!~ to the relevant exp~rience for reassurance. In an 

experiment done at Hanford by pr. Bair aud his colleagues. be<:!.gle dogs . . . . 
·~ ....... 

. were given Pu23902 lung burdens of a few hundred thousandths of a gram 

(Bair. Vl .J .• ct al.. 1966; Ross. D.M •• 1957). At D years po.st exposure. 

or after roughly half or an aclult beagle life span. 22 of 24 deaths involved 

lung cancer, usually of multiple origin. F'i\re <logs remain alive. For 
... 

cornp:.•.riso:-1, these cxpo8urc·s arc about 100 tim~!i h\l'gc1· th;u! the p::c:a"'nl 

m;ixinamn p•·?·missibk burcie11::; in man. ---.. 
First. 

·----· 
i 
i 

I. 

.. 
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-.11 o.1.r- the dogs nrc dc~·clo1)in0·-.- cancer, it is impossible to infer wlrnt h.:causc ,_ r 

Ettf~~~cst that present human .st:nd'.'l.rds arc too lc:>.x by.pt least a factor of 

ten. Second. because the raC::.ation dose is farge, with tissue injury almost .. 
ki11ir:g tt'e dogs; and because 1arge numbers of ~articles are involved,. often 

' 
acting iu conjunction; it is improbable that the risk from disruptive particies 

can be inferred. And after al!., this is what we need to know, since almost 

all human exposures \Vill invo~\re hot.particles acting independently, and if . . . 

there is a r'isk from these particles, it will be additive throughout the popu-

lation; --there will be no ques!ion of a threshold burden; and .there will be 

a possibility that a n:an with an undetectable burden of a few particles will 

develop a cancer as a consequ.-ence. Fo~ the e:x~')S'.1 ,.. 0 s of concern, 1000 

. 
people with 100 disruptive par!icles each \'.ill suffer as many total cancers 

as 10, tiJO people with 10 _p:i.rtE.cles e2.ch, or as 100 people with 1000 parti-

cles each. 

Human expe1~ie:ice does not give·-us the answer either. Plutonium 

. has been around for 2~ ~ears. and peo~e have been exposed. In 1964 
-~ 

through 1956 contractors indicated an average total or 2~ people per year 

'vith over 25"/o of a maximum ?ermissible burden of plutonium (Ross, D. }.'I., 

19G8}. Three out of four of these exposures derived from inhalation. To 

hr: rca!'0:1:l.b1y u.seful, the cloe!unv.~ntation of cxro~ure must go back more 
·, 

lha:1 15 y<.•:tn;, because! of tllf.• la!cnt period for ra:li~tio:i induct"'d c;1m~cr. 

. •· ~ • ~! . 
" . • . - ... . . ~ ~ .. ~· 
~I 
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.$i11cc I have mentioned maximum p~'rmi.s!.;iblc lung hurdr!ns. you 

. th . r-c-· • 1 . , ;trc ~:\·:~tl'C ~o~t cr0 is OLilClJ. g~u1.12n~t:. I wo'lld lil:c io comrn~nt on it. 

The maximum permissible: lnr•~ burden is eE:tabli"shec! by cquilii;rating the 

exposure from the deposited radioactive aero.sol with that of an acceptable 

uniform dose of x-rays. The Inte::!:?.tion2.l Commission on I:.:.cl iologicJ.l 

' . 
Protection indicates thi_s may be greatly in error. and specifically states 

in its .publication 9, "In the meantime there is no cle~r evidence to show 

whether. with a given mean absorbed dose. the biological risk associated . . 

with a non-homogeneous distributicn is grec-lte:c or less tlian the risk re-

sulting from a more diffuse distribution of that dose in the lung." {ICR P. 

1966). They are effecti·:cly saying that there is no guidan.:c as to the risk 

fo1~ non-homogeneous exposure in the lung, hence the maximum perm~ssible 

lung burden is meaningless for plutonium particles~ as are the maximum 

. 
perrnLzible air concentrations ''.:hich derive from it. 

So there is a hot particle pr.oblcm with plutonium in the lung. and 

the hot particle p:cobkm ~s no~ undersi"c>od, ar.d there is no guidance as to 

·the risk. I don't think. there is any controversy about that. Let me quote 
. -~ ....... 

to you from Dr. K. Z Morgan's testimony in January of this year before 

the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. U.S. Congress {1\lorgun. K.Z •• 

l9GO). Dr. IC z. Morgan is one of the United States' two members to the 

. . 
main Committee of the Intern:itional Commission on Hacliolo~icill Pr.otec-

lion: he has been n member of lh~ committee longer than anyone: und i1c 

is director of 1Tealih Phy~ks Division at Q;.,k Hid~c 1'!ational L:11Joralo!·y. 
... _ -... 

l qiio~i:.~: "Thl!l'c ~re m:rny thinr~:;; ~tucmt rarlia:ic.,:1 cxpoza1:.·c \'IC: <lo :wt 

... 
' 

' 
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·undcr!';t~n<l, an~ there will continue to be unccrtalntie·s until bc;.1.lth phy.sics 

can pro,.ri:lc a coher~nt theory of radiation d~m0gc. This is why some of 

the bv.sic J'csearch studies of the USA.EC are so important. D~ P. Gcc~aman 

and T~rr1plin have pointed out recently fo.:! problems of plutonium-2~39 par-

ticles and the unc'ertainty of the risk to a man who carries such a p~rticlc 

of. hi
0 

.. _ ~)ecific acti vitJ in his lung.3. " At the same hearing •. : in response 
. . .. . .. 

to the c~mmittee's: inc:;uiry abou_t priorities in basic r~search ~n the bi.olo-

gical_ eifects of ·radiation, Dr. M. Eisenbud, then Director· of the New York 

City .Ehvironrnental Protection Administration, in part replied, "For some 

.. 
reason or other the_particle problem has not come upon·us in quite a little 

while, b.ut it probably will one of these days. 'Ve are not much further 

along un the basic question of \vhcther a eiven ;:i mrmn_t· 0f e!"!.e!"6.J' d~E·~·~:-cd 

to a p•:ogressively sm<:1.ller and smaller volume of tissue is helter or \V~rsc 

for the recipient. This is another way of asking the question of how you 

calculate the dose when you inhale a single particle." (Eisenhud, :rvr.. 1970). 

He was correct; the problem has come_ up again. 

In the context of his comment it l.s interesting to refer to th.P. 
. t ~ . 

~ 

National Academy of Sciences~ National Research Council report .of 1961 

on the Effects of Inhaled Radioactive Particles (U. S~ NAS. NRC .19Gi). 

•rhe first sentence rca.cls, "'!'he potential hazurd dlie to airborne radioacth·e 

particulates. is prob~Lly the icast understood of the ha7.a.rds associated . 

! . 
. . 
~. 

11it:11: i~; .::;U.ll valicl. Fin:.illy kl rnc q1\CJtt: Dn:. S:111d~c:>, Thomp:;o=-i, and . i: 
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B:iir fron1 a p:ir,er gi Vl·n by th~.:.n last Octc..iuc r (~hndcrs, C. L •• 1070). Dr. 

n~ir and his' ~ollc~.gucs h:n•c done the most r~h.:~t~.nt plutonium (';.:idc inha-

l~ttion c::pcr~mcnts. 11Nonuuiform irradiation of the lung from <lcpositcc.l 

radio:tc; i ve · particulatt-~s is c:learly more c~rcinogenic t~rnn unif c.,rm expo-

sure (on a total-lung dose basis), and alpha-irradiation is more carcino-

genie i· • bsta-irradi;:,.~:o.:1. The dcses requ~rE:d for a sub~Lautial tumor 

incidence, are very high. however6 if mcastired in pro~_imity to the par-· 

ticle; ~ ... :.d, again, there ·are no data to establish the lo~v-incidence end of 
• 

:\ dose-cff cct curve. And there is no general theory, or data on which to 

base a theory, which would permit extrapolation of the high incidence por-

tiori of the curve into the low incidence region." I agree and I suggest 

- . 
that in ~-~c!-:. a circumstance it is appropriate to view the stci.nd::1rrls ,_l:"lth 

extreme caution. 

There is another hazardous aspect of the particulate problem in 

which su::istantial uncertainty exists. In case of an aerosol dcpos_iting on 

a surface. the material may Le resuspended in the air. This process is 

crudely described by a 'luantity called a resus?ension factor which is re-

t -
markable in that it seems g·enerally known only to within a factor of bil-. . 
lions (Kathr-en, R. L .. 1968). Un~oubtedly it can be pinpointed somewhat 

better than this fer plutoniurn oxide, but the handiest v:ay to dispatch the 

JJroblem is to sn.y there is some c\•idence that plutonium particlr:s become 

'1ltndwc1 to l:lrgcr p?..rticles :.md are therc.:for;;! no }(lngt.~• potential aerdsol:.L 

l 
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bring rcdc.:positecl tend to knock ~mall p~·l'licl<::s free. In relation to lhi!.l. 

I'<l 1ikr •0 '.~:ivc y0u ~little.: subjective fcclinf; for the haz<:!rc!. There is no 

official guiclancc on surface contctmination by plutonium. Two years ngo. in 

an cffo:·~ to deter min(~ EolT'e indication af the. opinions 0f kno\'.'lcdgcablc 

persons with respect to environmental contamination hy plutonium. a brief 

U. L •• private communication}. An were persons who were well acquainted 

with the hazar.ds of plutoniunt. The group consisted of 16 Hazards Control 

personnel, primarily health ph~sic:ists and senior rac!iation rnonitors. The 

rern.ninder were professional personnel from Biomedical Division. _Chemis-

try. and Military Applications, who had extensive experience· with plutonium. 

! had nothti1g to do with the survey. nor was I one oft.he members who was 

queried. · The conjectured situation was that their neighborhood had been 

contaminated by pluton_ium qxide to levels of 0. 4 microcuries "per square 

meter. For reference,· this value is roughly ten times the highest concen-

tra~ion Dr .. Martell found cast of the Rocky Flast Dow Chen1ical facility 
. -

(lVfartell, E. A •• 1970), - -and bear in mind that a factor of ten is a small -t 
difference relative to the large uncertainties associated with the hazards 

from plutonium ~oni:aminaHon. Several questions were asked. One was, 

would you allow your cl1ildrc:n. to play in it? 36% said No. Should these 

levels be decontaminated? 89% saiq Yl~S. .And to what l<~vd :-;llould tile: 

.i .... _, 
--: 
" 
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hla::;c about the levels of co!1tarninatio11 encountered cast of Hocky Flats. 

Finally I v:oulc.1 like to clcsr.ribc: the: problem in a larger context. 

Hy the year 2000, plutoni.um-239 has Leen conjcct.ured to be a inajor energy 

sCJurct·. Commercial p·roductio:1 is projected at 30. tons per year by 1930, 

in excess of 100 tons per year by 2000. Plutonium contan1ination is not an 

academic qui::?stion. Unless fusion reactor feas.ibility is demonstrated in 

the near future, the c0mn1ttment will be made to liquid nietal fast breeder 

reactors fueled byp1utonium. Since fusion reactors are presently specula-

. 
tive,. the decision for liquid metal fast breeders should be anticipated and . . 
plutonium should be considered as a major pollutant of remarkable toxicity 

and persistence. Considering the enormous economic inertia in\'"olyed in 

f1,,._. l"'f"\TnTTii~rn<:>n~ ;tic: irnr>OY'"'."of1•ve th~at p•ibl;,.. 11n••lp, -cp<''•J.s be car··f"l_,,' - ... i ··-- ----·-- ... --- ... -- ..... - - -- -·~·r-·-.-.. -· ~" ....... t.-:.t. r..C.a '""'M '-\...L. ~J. L.1.l..) d!LU 

honestly defined prior to active promotion o! the industry. To live sanely 

with plutonium one must appreciate the potential magnitude of the risk, and 

be able to 1nonitor again.st all significant hazards. 

. 
An indeterminate amount of plutonium has gone off site at a majo::::-

facility 10 miles upwind from a metropolitan area. The loss was tumotked. 
t -

~ . 
The origin is somewhat specu1:ltive as is the ultimate deposition. 

The health and safety of public and workers are protected by a 

set of standards for plutonimn acknowledged to he meaningless. 

Suc-h things m:-!lw a travesty of public hLalth, <tnd raise: serious 

Cllll!::>lions about a hurried ac·ce11la1H:(' C>f nuc·le<1r cnc:rr.·· . ..) . 
-, 
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